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Fift icial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2009-0001019 Current Judge: R. Ted Israel 
Defendant: Decker, Kimberlee Ann 
State of Idaho vs. Kimberlee Ann Decker 
Date 
412312009 
412412009 
5/7/2009 
5/11/2009 
5/12/2009 
6/5/2009 
6/8/2009 
6/9/2009 
6117/2009 
6126/2009 
6/29/2009 
6/30/2009 
7/6/2009 
7/7/2009 
71812009 
7/17/2009 
Misdemeanor 
New Case Filed - Misdemeanor 
Notice Of Appearance: and defendant's request for discovery and initial 
discovery response 
Prosecutor assigned Jim Thomas 
Affidavit Of Probable Cause 
Defendant: Decker, Kimberlee Ann Appearance Douglas A. Werth 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 05111/2009 02:00 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
States Response to Request For Discovery 
States Request For Discovery and Demand for Alibi 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on 05/11/2009 02:00 PM: 
Pre-Trial Stipulation and Order 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 06/29/2009 02:00 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 07/02/2009 09:00 AM) 
State's first supplemental response to discovery 
Amended Complaint Filed 
Registered Agent Return Of Service 
Personal Return of Service 
Personal Return of Service 
Motion To Suppress 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress 07/0812009 10:00 AM) 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on 06/29/2009 02:00 PM: 
Pre-Trial Stipulation and Order 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 07/02/2009 09:00 AIVI: Hearing 
Vacated 
Personal Return Of Service 
States Second Supplemental Response To Discovery 
Affidavit Of Service of Subpoena 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 7/8/2009 Time: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: KA TE 
Defense Attorney: Douglas Werth 
Prosecutor: Angela Nelson 
Hearing result for Motion to Suppress held on 07/08/2009 10:00 AM: 
Court Minutes 
Memorandum decision and order/motion to suppress DENIED 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 08/24/2009 02:00 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/2712009 09:00 AM) 
Judge 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
User: ANDREA 
-- 1 -
)ate: 11/1/2010 
time: 04:57 PM 
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Fifth icial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2009-0001019 Current Judge: R. Ted Israel 
Defendant: Decker, Kimberlee Ann 
User: ANDREA 
State of Idaho vs. Kimberlee Ann Decker 
Date 
8/24/2009 
8/25/2009 
9/10/2009 
9/11/2009 
9/17/2009 
9/21/2009 
10/19/2009 
11/30/2009 
12/2/2009 
1/13/2010 
2/9/2010 
Misdemeanor 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on 08/24/2009 02:00 PM: 
Pre-Trial Stipulation and Order 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 08/27/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 09/14/2009 10:30 AM) 
Motion to Continue Sentencing Hearing 
Order Granting Motion to Continue Sentencing Hearing 
Continued (Sentencing 09/28/2009 10:30 AM) 
Motion to continue 
Order to continue 
Continued (Sentencing 10/19/2009 10:30 AM) 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 10/19/2009 10:30 AM: Court 
Minutes 
Acknowledgement Of Rights 
Notification Of Subsequent Penalties 
A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-8004C {IVI} Driving Under The 
Influence (excessive)) 
Court Accepts Guilty Plea (118-8004C {M} Driving Under The Influence 
(excessive)) 
Sentenced To Incarceration (118-8004C {M} Driving Under The Influence 
(excessive)) Confinement terms: Jail: 365 days. Suspended jail: 350 
days. 
Probation Ordered (I 18-8004C {M} Driving Under The Influence 
(excessive)) Probation term: 0 years 24 months O days. (Supervised) 
STATUS CHAI\JGED: closed pending clerk action 
Notice Of Appeal 
Appeal Filed In District Court 
STATUS CHANGED: inactive 
Procedural Order governing criminal appeal from Magistrate Division to 
District Court 
Judge 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
R. Ted Israel 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Appeal from Magistrate Division Transcript Filed from def's motion to Robert J. Elgee 
suppress 7-8-09 
Hearing Scheduled (Clerk's Status 02/02/2010 09:00 AM) Settlement of Robert J. Elgee 
Transcript 
I\Jotice of Settlement of Reporter's Transcript Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing Scheduled (Clerk's Status 03/09/2010 04:59 AIVI) Apellant's Brief Robert J. Elgee 
filed? 
Hearing Scheduled (Clerk's Status 04/06/2010 04:59 PM) respondent's Robert J. Elgee 
brief filed? 
Hearing Scheduled (Clerk's Status 04/27/2010 04:59 PM) reply brief Robert J. Elgee 
filed? 
Hearing Scheduled (Clerk's Status 05/11/2010 04:59 PM) oral argument Robert J. Elgee 
requested? 
-2-
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Fift icial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2009-0001019 Current Judge: R. Ted Israel 
User: ANDREA 
Defendant: Decker, Kimberlee Ann 
State of Idaho vs. Kimberlee Ann Decker 
Date 
3/9/2010 
416/2010 
?.113/2010 
~/16/2010 
7/14/2010 
7/26/2010 
9/10/2010 
9/16/2010 
9/27/2010 
9/30/2010 
Appellants Brief 
Respondent's Brief 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
Misdemeanor 
No Longer UA (set for oral argument instead) 
Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument on Appeal 07/26/201 O 11 :00 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Judge 
Robert J Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Oral Argument on Appeal 
Hearing date: 7/26/2010 
Time: 11:00 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: D222 
Defense Attorney: Douglas Werth 
Prosecutor: Jim Thomas 
Hearing result for Oral Argument on Appeal held on 07/26/2010 11 :OO AM: Robert J. Elgee 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Order on criminal appeal from magistrate division to district court Robert J. Elgee 
STATUS CHANGED: Reopened R. Ted Israel 
Remanded 
Change Assigned Judge 
Remanded From District Court (Magistrate affirmed) 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action 
Notice Of Appeal 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
STATUS CHANGED: Inactive 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 6402 Dated 9/30/2010 for 100.00) 
R. Ted Israel 
R Ted Israel 
Robert J. Elgee 
R. Ted Israel 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J Elgee 
R. Ted Israel 
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BLAINE COUNTY 
SHERIFF'S DEPT. 26894 IDAHO UNIF CITATION ::C 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 5TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF rr, 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE (""';) 
STATE OF IDAHO l COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS ~· 
vs l L Infraction Citation ff'T'"J 
~ ,.,,_ ) OR 0 
---~ '.....:)~&=· -·_k'--_E __ I.C:... ______ ) Misdemeanor Citation :,::.._ 
~~- ) ~ 
A:. i Accident Involved ::::t::)! 
' First Name Middla Initial f; ~ l) l -l 1J ,9 ~ 
IPUC # ____________ USDOT TK Cens1:ls ~----------... 
D Operator D Class A D Class B D Class C l&1ass D D Other ______ --,g: 
D GVWR 26001 + D 16 + Persons Placard Hazardous Materials DR# f.C, 
Home Address -Z i l 7- ·Y\ I ~~~"":i fi-\ i;..:,~t ~e"R: bkA~ l lb 6::::, 3"'-/r) 
Business Address ________________ Ph# 
THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
I certify I have reasonable grounds, and believe the above-named Defendant, 
(!D:>r SS# P1A- \ 7:>Y,::i 6"!:> State lb _ Sex: 0 M ~F 
Height ~)Hwt. I\C: Hair]SL~ c'V.'y,.) --
Veh. Lie.# 5::B., ?l,t, 7;C' State 1D Yr. of Vehicle .....::::=-....:.... Mak.e~--~l ~-
Model '.::.'P"'\ Color 51Lt1 ~ 
Did commit the following act(s) on 1..flt e7 • 20 .....,. .......... _ at ">: I ~'clock f' M. 
Via. #1 :D___,,_~LA____.__-\ ~-----------A-'8--=~-f''X'l:,.,,_._;.,1../ 
'; Coae Sectiorl 
~ 
a: 
u:: 
Vio.#2 
Code Section 
Location 
~1t/NE County, Idaho. 
J; ;_ ~C~L' 
Seftal #/Address "'bept. 
Date Witnessing Officer Serial #/Address Dept. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
You are hereby summoned to appear before the Clerk ot the Magistrate's Court of the 
t-~ District Court of BLAINE County, HAILEY 
located at 201 2ND AVE. SO. • SUITE 110 on the f 'tE- , Idaho, day of 
A_ M. (11 A\,/ , 20 cl_, at q o'clock 
-4-
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Douglas A. Werth ISBN 3660 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Tel: 208-788-7015 
Fax: 208-788-7014 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
i------f.l.~1-Q-., 
FI LED ~ .. ~.------
APR 2 3 2009 
Joiynn Drage, Clerk Distnct 
Court Blaine County Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISlON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Kl MBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. 
-----CIT# 26894 BC SHERIFF'S DEPT. 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE; AND 
DEFENDANTS REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY AND INITIAL DISCOVERY 
RESPONSE 
t'lQllCE OF APPEARA['lQE, ENTRY OF PLEA OF NOT GUILTY ANO DEMAND EQB 
JURY TRIAL AND SPEEDY TRIAL 
Douglas A. Werth, of the firm WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC, hereby enters an 
appearance as counsel of record for Defendant Kimberlee Decker (hereinafter 
"Defendant'') in the above-captioned action. 
Defendant hereby enters a written plea of NOT GUILTY to each and every 
charge filed against him/her In the above-captioned actlon 1 demands that Defendant be 
afforded the right to speedy trial under the Idaho and United States constitutions and 
the statutes of the State of Idaho, and demands a trial by jury. 
Service of pleadings, · notices, correspondence and other documents by mail 
should be addressed ta: 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE; AND DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
INITIAL DISCOVERY RESPONSE - 1 
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Douglas A. Werth 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bulllon Street, Suite 3F 
Halley, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-7014. 
DEFENDANTS REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (DUI BAC) 
Defendant hereby requests timely discovery and inspection of all infomration. 
evidence and materials, necessary to the defense or required to be disclosed to the 
defendant pursuant to federal and Idaho law, including without !Imitation the authority of 
Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 11941 10 L.Ed.2d 215, United States v. Agurs, 
427 U.S. 97, 96 S.Ct. 2392, 49 L.Ed.2d 342, and their progeny, Idaho Code§ 19-1309, 
Rule 16 of the Idaho Crlmlnal Rules, the Fourth, Fifth, SJxth and Fourteenth 
Amendments to the United States Constitution, and Article 1, Section 13 of the 
Constitution of the State of Idaho. Without limiting the foregoing, defendant requests 
timely disclosure and discovery of the following: 
1. Any and all materiaf or information which tends to negate the guilt of the 
defendant as to the offense(s) charged or which would tend to reduce the punishment 
therefor; includlng without !imitation all evidence or lnfom,atlon as to the unavailability of 
any witness or of any recanting, in whole or in part, of any statement or testimony of any 
prosecution witness and any evidence or information that would support any posslble 
defense to the offense(s) charged, would make diminish the credibility of any 
prosecution witness, or would make the truth of any material fact of consequence 
relating to the offanse(s) charged less probable; the prosecuting attorney's obligations 
under this paragraph extend to material and Information in the possession or control of 
members of prosecuting attorney's staff and of any others who have participated in the 
investigation or evaluation of the case who either regularly report with reference to the 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE; AND DEFENDANTS REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
INITIAL DISCOVERY RESPONSE - 2 
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particular case have reported, to the office of the prosecuting attorney, Including without 
!imitation the law enforcement agencies who participated in the investlgatlon of this 
action; 
2. The general nature of evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts, the 
prosecuting attorney intends to introduce at trial in accordance with the provisions of 
Rule 404(b) of the Idaho Rules of Evidence; 
3. Any and all relevant written or recorded statements made by the 
defendant, or copies thereof1 within the possession, custody or control of the state, the 
existence of which Is known or Is avallable to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of 
due dlllgence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement made by the 
defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer, prosecuting attorney or the 
prosecuting attorney's qgent; and the recorded testimony of the defendant before a 
grand jury which relates to the offense charged, lf any; 
4. Any and all written or recorded statements of a co--defendant; and the 
substance of any relevant ora[ statement made by the defendant or by a co-defendant 
whether before or after arrest ln response to interrogation by any person known by the 
co-defendant to be a peace officer or agent of the prosecuting attorney; 
5. A copy of the defendant's prior criminal record, If any, as Is now or may 
become available to the prosecuting attorney; 
6. Any and all books, papers, documents, photographs, tanglble objects, 
bulldlngs, or places, or copies or portions thereof, which are in the possession, custody 
or control of the prosecuting attorney and whlch are mater\al to the preparation of the 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE; AND DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
INITIAL DISCOVERY RESPONSE - 3 
p, 003/010 
APR-23-2009 THU 10: 22 AM WERTH LAW OFFICE FAX No. 208-788-7014 P.004/0'IO 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
T 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
defense, or intended for use by ths prosecutor as evidence at trial, or· obtained from or 
belonging to the defendant; 
7. Any and all results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientJflc tests or experiments, made in connection with this particular case, or copies 
thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the prosecuting attorney, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of 
due diligence; 
8. A written list of the names and addresses of any and all persons having 
knowledge of relevant facts who may be called by the prosecuttng attorney as 
witnesses at the trial or other hearing herein, together with any record of prior crlmlnal 
convictions of any such person which Is within the knowledge of the prosecuting 
attorney, and with a summary of the expected testimony of any witness the prosecution 
Intends to call if the substance of the expected testimony Is not contained in the 
materials otherwise provided; and all statements made by the prosecution witnesses or 
prospective prosecution witnesses to the prosecuting attorney or the prosec1Jtlng 
attomeis agents or to any official Involved In the investigatory process; 
9. A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to 
introducs pursuant to Rules 702, 703 or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or 
other hearing, which summary shall describe the witness's opinions, the facts and data 
for those opinionsi and the witness's qualifications; and provided further that any 
dlsclosure of expert opinions regarding mental health shall also comply with the 
requirements of I.C. § 18-207; 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE; AND DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
INITIAL DISCOVERY RESPONSE - 4 
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10. Any and all witness statements and reports and memoranda In possession 
or control of the prosecuting attorney which were made by a police officer or investigator 
In connection with the Investigation or prosecution of this particular case: 
11. Copies of and access to any recordings or video tapes made of the 
defendant or of any other witnesses or potential witnesses; and 
12. A 11st of all Items or things which were obtained from or belonging to the 
defendant, regardless of whether the prosecuting attorney Intends to Introduce said 
Items at hearing or trial; 
13. Copies of any and all forms read to or signed by the defendant containing 
Information regarding his rights under Implied consent, including information regarding 
the claimed basis for the arresting o"fficer's _grounds to believe that the defendant had 
been driving or in actual phys[cal control of a motor vehicle In vtolatlon of the provisions 
of Idaho Code Sections 18~8004 or 18-8006; 
14. If a breath test was given to the defendant In this case, timely Inspection 
and an opportunity to photograph both the breath analysis instrument and the location 
of the instrument used to test a sample of defendant's breath herein; 
15. If a breath test was given to the defendant In this case, with respect to the 
specific Instrument used to test the defendant's breath, a copy of the most current 
record of the br~a.th testing device's maintenance and certification records, Including 
repairs, replacement parts, unscheduled maintenance and records or station logs by 
any person whomsoever In the history of the Instrument's use, Including but not limited 
to the following: 
a. 
b. 
inventory records; 
preliminary evaluation; 
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c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
certifications; 
evaluation/certification procedures; 
repair fonns; 
calibration logs and records for the breath testing device used to 
test defendant's breath at the time of his/her arrest In this case and 
for the 60 day period preceding said arrest and 30 day period 
following said arrest; 
supervisory control tests and printouts for the breath testing device 
used to test defendant's breath at the time of his/her arrest in this 
case and for the 60 day period preceding said arrest and 30 day 
period following said arrest; 
disparity tests. 
16. If a breath test was given to the defendant In this case, a copy of the 
results of all breath tests performed on the instrument used to test defendant's breath in 
this case; 
17. If a breath test was given to the defendant in this case, a copy of the 
results of all tests performed on the simulator solutlon (4'extemal batch.,) actually used in 
the test of the defendant's breath before and after the date of the test administered In 
this case; 
18. If a blood, breath or urine sample was given by or taken from the 
defendant in this particular case, preservation and access to any such blood, breath or 
urine samples: 
19. A copy of any statements of policy and interpretations of policy, statute, 
and the Constitution which have been adopted by the Idaho Department of Health and 
Welfare, Idaho State Pollce, or any law enforcement agency exercising jurisdiction 
within Blaine County, Idaho, including without limitation any municipal police agency 
within Blalne County, the Blaine County Sheriff's Office, and the Blaine County 
Prosecuting Attorney or City Attorney's Office, relating in any way to the type of 
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evidentlary testing for alcohol that occurred in this case and/or the specific device or 
model or type of alcohol testing device used in this case. 
20. Copies of all administrative staff manuals or instruction to or from staff of 
the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, Idaho State Police, or any law 
enforcement agency exercising jurisdiction within Blalne County, Idaho, Including 
without llmltatlon any municipal police agency within Blaine County, the Blaine County 
Sheriffs Office, and the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney or City Attorney's Office, 
relating in any way to the type of evidentiary testing for alcohol that occurred in this case 
and/or the specific device or model or type of alcohol testing device used in this case. 
21. Coples of all technical manuals, training manuals, operator manuals, and 
maintenance manuals and any other written material relating to the type of evldentlary 
testing for alcohol that occurred in this case and/or the specific d.evlce or model or type 
of alcohol testing device used in this case. 
22. If a breath test was given to the defendant in this case, a copy of the log 
sheet for the breath testing devices used, or which would have been used, to test the 
defendant's alcohol concentration, which log sheet should reflect all tests administered 
fifteen ( 15) days before and after the defendant's test; . 
23. If a breath test was given to the defendant In this case, a copy of any 
certificate or record Indicating that the Individual who administered the breath test to the 
defendant, or would have administered the test had the defendant submitted, is 
qualified to operate the instrument used, or which would have been used to administer 
said test; and 
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24. If a breath test was given to the defendant In this case, a copy of the 
calibration certificate for each breath testing device used to administer an alcohol test to 
the defendant. 
Defendant requests that defendant be provided with copies of all documents, 
photographs and other objects and materials falling within the request set tort.h above, 
and that defendant also be afforded the right to inspect, copy and/or photograph the 
same. 
You are further notified that the failure to comply with these requests will resuH in 
the defendant moving for appropriate rellef at the time of hearing or trial. 
DEFE~DANrS INITIAL DISCOVERY RE§PONSE 
Defendant responds to Plaintiff's discovery request filed herein as follows: 
1. Copies of all document§ and tangible objects Hsted 10 Rule 16(c)(i ), 
LC.R.: Documents, reports of examinations and tests, tangible objects, witnesses' 
statements and polJce reports disclosed by Plantiff in any prior or subsequent discovery 
response In the above-c<:'ptioned case (Including any documents and tangible ojects 
mentioned or referenced therein); diagram of scene of lncldent (to be created and 
subsequently disclosed In discovery); photographs of scene of incident (to be taken and 
subsequently disclosed In discovery). 
2. Copies of all reoorts of exaroioi\ions and tests nsted lo Rule 16(c}(2), 
J.&.B..: Any and all reports of examinations and tests dlsclosed by Plaintiff In any prior 
or subsequent discovery response In the above-captioned case. 
3. List of name. addresses and telephone numbers of witnesses pursuant tQ 
Rule 16(c)(1 ), !.C.R.: Any and all witnesses disclosed by Plaintiff in any prior or 
subsequent discovery response in the abovewcaptioned case, Including without 
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limitation any and all Individuals identified in the police reports, witness statements and 
other documents disclosed by Plaintiff In any prior or subsequent discovery response in 
the above-captioned case; also, Defendant reserves the right to testify if he/she elects 
to do so. 
Defendant reserves the right to add to, supplement and otherwise modify this 
response to discovery as additional Information becomes available, and hereby 
speclflcally objects to any portion of the Plalntlff's request for discovery seeking 
discovery that is not expressly authorized by Rule 16(c)(1) of the Idaho Criminal Rules, 
or that Is protected from disclosure by the attorney work product doctrine or any 
privilege under the Idaho Rules of Evidence and/or the constitutions of the United 
States and the State of Idaho. 
DATED this ol;:> day of April, 2009. 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
By: Douglas A. Werth 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1-9_ ~ay of Aprtl, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the within and foregoing ~nt to be seived by the following method 
and addressed to each of the following: 
Jim J. Thomas 
BLAINE CO. PRO~ECUTING ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE 
Kramer Judicial Building 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, ID 63333 
Fax:208-788-5554 
D U.S. Mall 
~ Facsimile 
I[] Hand Delivery 
D Overnight Delivery 
D Email · 
Douglas A. Werth 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE; AND DEFENDANT'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
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Department Report # 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 5TH JUDICIAL DIST 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
Decker, Kimberlee Ann 
Defendant, 
State: ID 
State of Idaho, 
County of Blaine 
COURT CASE NUMBER 
--------
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT, IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
ss 
I, Daniel Turner, the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says that: 
I. I am a peace officer employed by The Blaine County Sheriffs Office 
2. The defendant was arrested on 4/18/2009 at 05: 15 D AM ~ PM for the crime of driving while under the 
influence of alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating substance pursuant to section 18-8004 Idaho Code. 
Second or more DUI offense in the last five years? D YES ~ NO D FELONY ~ MISDEMEANOR 
3. Location of Occurrence: 102 Southern Comfort Road, Ketchum, Blaine County, Idaho. 
4. Identified the defendant as: Kimberlee Decker By: (Check Box) 
D Military ID D State ID Card ~ Drivers License D Credit Cards 
OPaperwork found D Verbal ID by defendant 
D Witness: identified defendant. 
D Other: 
5. Actual physical control established by: D Observation by affiant D Observation by Officer 
D Admission of Defendant to , 1:8] Statement of Witness:Susan Hansen 
D Other 
6. I believe that there is probable cause to believe that the defendant committed such crime because of the 
following facts: 
PROBABLE CAUSE FOR STOP AND ARREST: 
-6-
Arriving on scene of a car accident, the Paramedics were attending to the driver of the vehicle, Kimberlee 
Decker. I spoke with the reporting party, Sue Hansen. Hansen stated she was sitting in her backyard when 
she heard a crash. Hansen stated when she looked up a silver car had crashed into her neighbors truck which 
was parked in his drive way. Hansen stated she and her daughters ran across the street and found a woman, 
Kimberlee, in the car. Hansen stated she forced the door open and the driver was conscious but incoherent. 
Hansen stated she dragged Decker out of the car and over to the grass, at that time her husband called 911. 
I went to speak with Decker about what happened but was unable to at the time. Decker was transported to 
Saint Luke's Hospital for further medical evaluation. Prior to Decker leaving by ambulance, I could detect the 
odor of an alcoholic beverage. 
Investigating the crash, it was apparent Decker, driving a 2007 Kia Sportage 5B 76230, went off the road, 
struck a tree, but skidded off, then collided with a parked truck, a 2002 Ford Utility Truck KG 2704. 'When 
Decker collided with the truck it pushed it into the SUV, a 1999 Ford Explorer 5B 65547. Both vehicles were 
sitting next to each other in a driveway at 102 Southern Comfort Road. The two vehicles belonged to Jose 
Hernandez, who lives at this address, the Ford Explorer was his personal vehicle while the Ford Truck 
belonged to the company he works for. Looking through Decker's vehicle, I noticed a couple small bottles of 
wine in the passenger floorboard. 
I went to St. Luke's Hospital to continue the investigation and speak with Decker. I asked Decker how many 
drinks she had prior to the accident. Decker stated she had 6 drinks. At that point, I read Decker the ALS form 
and asked if she would give consent for a blood draw and she complied. Barb Kruse arrived a short time after 
to administer the blood draw. I had enough information to charge Decker with Driving Under the Influence, 
IC 18-8004, and I took her license. Decker was cited and remained at the hospital until medically cleared. 
D.U.I Notes 
Odor of alcoholic beverage 
Admitted drinking alcohol beverage 
Slurred speech 
Impaired memory 
Glassy/bloodshot eyes 
Other 
Drugs Suspected D Yes [:8J No 
Reason Drugs are Suspected 
[:8J Yes D No 
[:8J Yes D No 
r;gJ Yes 0No 
[:8J Yes D No 
[:8J Yes D No 
Sobriety Tests -Meets Decision Points? 
Gaze Nystagmus D Yes D No 
Walk & Turn D Yes D No 
One Leg Stand D Yes D No 
Crash Involved 
Injury 
~Yes 
[:8J Yes 
0No 
0No 
Drug Recognition Evaluation Performed D Yes [:8J No 
Prior to being offered the test, the defendant was substantially informed of the consequences of refusal and 
failure of the test as required by Section 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code. 
[ZJ Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test(s) 
was/were performed in compliance with Section 18-8003 & 18-8004(4), Idaho Code and the standards and 
methods adopted by the Department of Law Enforcement. 
BAC: by: D Breath Instrument Type: D Intoxilyzer 5000 D Alco Sensor Serial # 
[ZJ Blood AND/OR D Urine Test Results Pending? ~ Yes D No (Attached) 
Name of person administering breath test: Date Certification Expires: 
-1b-
D Defendant refused the test as follows: 
By my signature and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State of Idaho, I hereby 
solemnly swear that the information contained in this document and attached reports and documents that may 
be included ein is true d correct t the best of my information and belief. 
1/J 
PERSON AUTHORIZED T~11~MINISTER 
OATHS. ~,,,\,,~~~ E ~'"J:!'!!1/;;. 
Tl.tie.· #<;"'"··········-· ... .;.~.n~ t0":··· ..... ~tP~ 
My Commission expires: q,;;;:,1--ot IJ 
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Fifth Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Blaine 
201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 106 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
) 
F.lLE -----·-··-·-- o -, , -
r--· 3:~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CR-2009-0001019 
Kimberlee Ann Decker 
PO Box 810 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
Defendant. 
ORDER/NOTICE OF HEARING 
) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Pretrial Conference Monday, May 11, 2009 02:00 PM 
Judge: R. Ted Israel 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and 
on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date Friday, April 
24, 2009. 
Defendant: Kimberlee Ann Decker 
Mailed .,,.,-. Hand Delivered __ 
Private Counsel: Mailed -----Hand Delivered. __ 
Douglas A. Werth 
1 01 E Bullion St Ste 3F 
Hailey ID 83333 
Prosecutor: Jim Thomas Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
Mailed__ Hand Delivered __ 
FAILURE TO APPEAR FOR THIS SCHEDULED HEARING MAY RESULT IN THE ISSUANCE OF A BENCH 
WARRANT. 
Dated: Friday, April 24, 2009 
By: D 7=c~~ u~~ ~ '""" 
Judge 
DOC22 7/96 
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..-----· 
Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
FILED ~~M ...,..,.._""-~ 
Telephone: (208) 788-5545 
Fax: (208) 788-5554 
MAY - 7 2009 
Jolynn Drage, Cieri< District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KIMBERLEE A. DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR DISCOVERY 
Plaintiff State of Idaho, pursuant to the Idaho Criminal Rules, submits its 
response to Defendant's request for discovery. 
Pursuant to the State's discovery obligations under Idaho Criminal Rule 16(a), 
the State is unaware of any evidence that is exculpatory upon its face relating to the 
offense(s) charged other than that which may be included in the enclosed reports or 
statements. With regard to evidence that is not exculpatory upon its face, the State 
requests that the Defendant submit, in writing, the defense to be asserted in this case, 
so that the State may review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may 
be material to the preparation of that defense. 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(b): 
1. Statements of the Defendant: Any and all of Defendant's statements 
described, referenced or included in the enclosed or hereinafter disclosed numbered 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - Page 1 
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documents, or in any audiotape or videotape recording referenced in said numbered 
documents. 
2. Statements of the Co-Defendant Any and all of Co-Defendant's 
statements described, referenced or included in the enclosed or hereinafter disclosed 
numbered documents, or in any audiotape or videotape recording referenced in said 
numbered documents. 
3. Defendant's prior record: See enclosed or hereinafter disclosed 
numbered documents for Defendant's prior record currently available to the prosecuting 
attorney, if any. 
4. Documents and tangible obiects: Any and all evidence, exhibits, items 
listed in returns of warrants, and other documents and tangible objects referenced or 
included in the enclosed or hereinafter disclosed numbered documents, including 
without limitation the following: 
• BCSO Citation # 26894 
• Probable Cause Affidavit 
• Inclusive Case Report of Deputy Daniel Turner 
• Supplemental 1 Report of Lt. Curtis Miller 
• Voluntary Statement of Susan Hansen 
• Notice of Suspension 
• Photo DVD 
• USPS Certified Mail Receipt 
• USPS Return Receipt 
• Blaine County Sheriffs Office Towed Vehicle Inventory/Notice 
• Vehicle Information for The Wirth Company 
• Vehicle Information for Jose Hernandez 
• Criminal History 
5. Reports of examinations and tests: Any and all reports of examinations 
and tests referenced or included in the enclosed or hereinafter disclosed numbered 
documents. 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY Page 2 
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6a. State's witnesses: Any and all persons referenced in the enclosed or 
hereinafter disclosed numbered documents, including without limitation the following 
witnesses: 
• Deputy Daniel Turner, BCSO 
• Lt. Curtis Miller, BCSO 
• Susan Hansen 
• Jose Hernandez 
• Barb Kruse 
6b. Witnesses' statements: Any and all witness statements described, 
referenced or included in the enclosed or hereinafter disclosed numbered documents, 
or in any audiotape or videotape recording referenced in said numbered documents. 
7. Police reports: See enclosed or hereinafter disclosed numbered 
documents for police reports and memoranda in possession of the prosecuting attorney, 
if any. 
**Please note that any audiotape or videotape recording, and other exhibits and 
tangible objects will be made available for inspection or copying upon reasonable advance 
request made through the Prosecuting Attorney's Office. Upon such a request, a mutually 
available date and time will be scheduled for such inspection or copying. 
Furthermore, the State hereby objects to any request for discovery by the 
Defendant calling for materials or information other than that specifically provided for by 
Idaho Criminal Rule 16(b) or other applicable rule or statute. The State reserves the 
right to supplement discovery as information becomes available. 
In this response to request for discovery, the State has served upon the 
Defendant herewith, consecutive pages numbered 0001 through 0017. Defendant is 
advised to immediately contact this office if any of said pages are missing. 
DATED this~ day of May, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1 'j:::- day of May, 2009, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Douglas A. Werth 
Attorney at Law 
101 E. BuHion St., #3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
.,.,,..--U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
_ Telecopy 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - Page 4 
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Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Telephone: (208) 788-5545 
Fax: (208) 788-5554 
FILED P,,......,___,,,.,. 
MAY - 7 2009 
==~j 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE A. DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
STATE'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
AND DEMAND FOR ALIBI 
TO: THE DEFENDANT AND HIS/HER ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
Plaintiff State of Idaho, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, requests for 
discovery and inspection the following information, evidence and materials: 
1. All books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or 
portions thereof, which are within the possession, custody or control of the defendant, 
and which the defendant intends to introduce in evidence at trial. 
2. All results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific 
tests or experiments made in connection with this particular case, or copies thereof, 
within the possession or control of the defendant, which the defendant intends to 
introduce in evidence at trial, or which were prepared by a witness whom the defendant 
intends to call at trial. 
3. The names and addresses of all witnesses the defendant intends to call at 
trial. 
STATE'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND DEMAND FOR ALIBI - Page 1 
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DEMAND FOR ALIBI 
Furthermore, Plaintiff State of Idaho, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 12.1 and 
Idaho Code § 19-519, requests a written notice of intention to offer an alibi defense. 
Such notice shall state the specific place or places at which the defendant claims to 
have been at the time of the alleged offense(s) and the names and addresses of the 
witnesses upon whom the defendant intends to rely to establish such alibi. 
DATED this ~~ day of May, 20 9. 
STATE'S REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND DEMAND FOR ALIBI - Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7 p day of May, 2009, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Douglas A. Werth 
Attorney at Law 
101 E. Bullion St., #3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
_ Telecopy 
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FILED A.f~i.._...,..,.__._, P.M.-:;i~;r...,wt 
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO MAY 1 1 2009 
COUNTY OF BLAINE, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk Disllici 
) Court Blaine County, ldr-hc ·- .. 
Kimberlee Ann Decker 
Defendant. 
-
11/10/1959 
The above-named parties hereby stipulate and agree as follows: 
) 
) PRE-TRIAL STIPULATION and ORDER 
) 
) CaseNo: CR-2009-0001019 
) 
) 
[ ) The Defendant will plead guilty as charged to:-------------------------------
[ ] The State moves to dismiss the charge(s) of _____________________________ because: 
[ ] The parties have agreed to the following amendments: ___________________________ _ 
[ ] COURT TRIAL is set for ________________________ at __________ _ 
(By signing this document, all parties expressly agree to waiver of a jury trial.) 
JURY PRE-TRlAL is set for_Jl_..::....:."'-_e._ _ '2:._~ ___.~~-~-~~-------at 2:00 p.m. 
with JURY TRIAL set for "J\ .. \-i 2.. \ ', '2..s:c::>:\ at 9:00 a.m. 
[ ] 
[ ] 
/ I \ , 
THE DEFENDANT IS NOTIFlED that: ! / J V 
I. lfyou fail to appear at any time noted herein, any bond posted may beforfeited and a warrani may be issued for your arrest. 
2. In agreeing to plead guilty, you waive all statutory and constitutional'rig176\providedJzy la:wo' If you have questions. you should consult 
legal counsel. / \ / 1 (I 11 
Sentencing recommendations are not binding on the court unless expresi,ly · dicated herwi e. . ' 3. 
DA TED: ~- ~ \ · G ~. 
Kimberlee Ann Decker 
Tho*1as / · 1 
'~ ---/?L; ~, 
Douglas A. Werth (Defense Attorney if applicable) 
.............................•.................................•.......•....•..•....... .;.... •.•..•......................... 
IT JS HEREBY ORDERED that the Stipulation of the Parties is: [ ] Approved [ ] Disapproved. 
SENTENCING (if applicable) is SET FOR------------~-------
48 hours prior to Sentencing, Defendant must provide Court with: 
3S-
Copies hand-delivered to: [x] Prosecuting Attorney [ /4fense Attorney [] Defon~ 
By:----~-""'-"'-'-"-~'-=---------
Magistrate Clerk 
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Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Telephone: (208) 788-5545 
Fax: (208) 788-5554 
JUNO 5 2DDS 
Jolynn Drage Cl . 
Court Blaine ' erk District 
____ County, !~ho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
-J 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, STATE'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE A. DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Plaintiff State of Idaho, pursuant to the Idaho Criminal Rules, submits the 
following supplemental response to defendant's request for discovery. This 
supplemental response is intended to add to and supplement the prior response of the 
State, and should not be construed as limiting any prior response. The supplemental 
response to discovery is as follows: 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(b): See enclosed numbered documents, if 
any. 
1. Additional Statements of the defendant: N/A. 
2. Additional Statements of the co-defendant: N/A. 
3. Defendant's prior record: N/A. 
4. Documents and tangible obiects: 
• Idaho State Police Forensic Services Criminalistic Analysis Report 
5. 
and tests. 
Reports of examinations and tests: See enclosed reports of examinations 
STATE'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY - Page 1 
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6a. Additional State's witnesses: 
• Delisa Downey, Forensic Scientist I 
6b. Additional Witnesses' statements: N/A. 
7. Additional Police reports: NIA. 
Furthermore, the State hereby renews its objection to any request for discovery 
by the defendant calling for materials or information other than that specifically provided 
for by Idaho Criminal Rule 16(b) or other applicable rule or statute. The State reserves 
the right to further supplement discovery as information becomes available. 
In this supplemental response to request for discovery, the State has served 
upon the defendant herewith, consecutive pages numbered 0018 through 0020. 
Defendant is advised~ immediately contact this office if any of said pages are missing. 
DATED this~ day of June, 2009. 
STATE'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY - Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this sb day of June, 2009, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Douglas A. Werth 
Attorney at Law 
101 E. Bullion St., #3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
_L'U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
_ Telecopy 
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Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Telephone: (208) 788-5545 
Fax: (208) 788-5554 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLE A. DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
Angela Nelson, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, who, being duly sworn on oath, 
hereby submits the following amended criminal complaint charging the Defendant with 
the following criminal offenses: 
COUNT ONE 
That the Defendant, KIM BERLE A. DECKER, on or about the 18th day of April, 
2009, in the County of Blaine, State of Idaho, did drive or was in actual physical control 
of a motor vehicle upon a highway, street or bridge, or upon public or private property 
open to the public, to-wit: a silver 2007 Kia Sportage bearing Idaho license plate 
number 5B76230, on or about Cold Springs Drive and Southern Comfort in Ketchum, 
Idaho, while under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or other intoxicating substances 
and/or was driving the above-described motor vehicle at the above-described location, 
AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - Page 1 
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with an alcohol concentration of .20 or more, to-wit: 0.33 g/100cc of blood as shown by 
analysis of the Defendant's blood, in violation of Idaho Code §§ 18-8004(1 )(a), 18-
8004C, DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE (EXCESSIVE ALCOHOL 
CONCENTRATION), a MISDEMEANOR. 
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in such cases made and 
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me t · 
Magistrate 
AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this { day of June, 2009, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Blaine County Prosecuting 
Attorney's Office 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Douglas A. Werth 
Attorney at Law 
101 E. Bullion St., #3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
_ U$. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
/'Hand Delivered 
Overnigl1t Mail 
_ Telecopy 
/2s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
_ Telecopy 
Deputy Clerk 
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J. WALTFEMLING 
(208) 788-5563 
BLAINE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
I 650 A VlATION DRIVE 
HAlLEY, ID 83333 
200900553 
Paper ID: 
JUN - 9 2009 
STATE OF IDAHO 
-VS·· PLAINTIFF(S) COURT: BCDC 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
CASE NO: CR20D9-01019 
KIMBERLEE A DECKER 
DEFENDANT(S) PAPER(S) SERVED: 
SUBPOENA DUCES TE CUM 
I, J. WALT FEMLING, SHERIFF OF BLAINE COUNTY, STATE THAT THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS WERE 
DELIVERED TO ME FOR SERVICE ON THE 4TH DAY OF JUNE 20D9. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT, ON THE 5TH DAY OF JUNE 2D09, AT 10:50 O'CLOCK A.M., I, KYLE D. GREEN, BEING DULY 
AUTHORIZED, SERVED THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER UPON AN AGENT OF 
* * * * * ST. LUKES WRMC * * * * * 
AUTHORIZED BY APPOINTMENT OR BY LAW TO RECEIVE SERVICE OF PROCESS BY DELIVERING A TRUE CORRECT 
COPY THEREOF TO 
* * * * * ST. LUKES WRMC JASON DODGE*** * * 
A PERSON OVER THE AGE OF 18 YEARS AT 
SHERIFF'S FEES: 
TOTAL COLLECTED TO DATE: 
AMOUNT UNCOLLECTED: 
JIM J-CO PROS THOMAS 
201 2ND AVE SOUTH STE 100 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
10D HOSPITAL DR. KETCHUM ID 
WITHIN THE COUNTY OF BLAINE, STATE OF IDAHO. 
0.00 
0.0D 
D.DD 
DATED THIS 5TH DAY OF JUNE 2009. 
J. WALT FEMLING 
SHERIFF 
BY 
SERVING OFFICER 
BY~t~ 
~LEMENT 
RETURNING OFFICER 
OR\G\NAL 
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Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 100 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Telephone: (208) 788-5545 
Fax: (208) 788-5554 
ISSUED: June 2, 2009 
RECEIVED 
Sheriff's Office 
BLAINE COUNTY 
JUN D 4 2009 
Hr. l \ Min tj) M 
~~emling, Sheriff 
By '/4J),11LI Civil Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE A. DECKER, 
Defendant. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: 
ATfN: MEDICAL RECORDS CUSTODIAN 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 
ST. LUKE'S WOOD RIVER MEDICAL CENTER 
2 ½ MILES SOUTH OF KETCHUM 
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340 
PHONE 727-8800 
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the District Court of the 
Fifth Judicial District, in and for the County of Blaine, State of Idaho, at the Magistrate 
courtroom in the Kramer Judicial Building in the city of Hailey, Blaine County, State of 
Idaho, for a hearing to produce documents beginning on Monday, the 15th day of June, 
2009, at 9 o'clock, a.m., until excused by the Court. 
YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED and directed to bring with the following 
items and documents: 
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM - Page 1 
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All medical records for Kimberlee Ann Decker pertaining to April 18th , 2009, date 
of birth-· Such records shall be produced at said hearing for inspection by 
the State of Idaho by and through Jim J. Thomas, Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney, 
pursuant to I.C. § 31-2604(4). 
IN LIEU OF APPEARING AT SAID HEARING AT SAID DATE AND TIME, 
SUCH RECORDS MAY BE PRODUCED PRIOR TO SAID HEARING FOR 
INSPECTION BY THE STATE OF IDAHO BY AND THROUGH JIM J. THOMAS, 
BLAINE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, BY SENDING SUCH DOCUMENTS 
TO THE BLAINE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, ATTENTION: 
MORGAN DRAGE - CONFIDENTIAL, AT 201 2ND AVENUE S., SUITE 100, HAILEY, 
ID 83333. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to deliver the records mentioned 
above, you may be held in contempt by the Court, be subjected to a one hundred dollar 
($100.00) civil penalty, and/or be subjected to criminal prosecution. 
,'" 1.d 
DATED this .';X day of June, 2009. 
~. 9 ~-----, 
Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM - Page 2 
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FI LED A.tv\,--t--W--_ 
___ P_.M_·==:=--=-
J. WALT FEMLING 
STATE OF IDAHO 
-VS-· 
KIMBERLEE A DECKER 
BLAINE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
1650 AVlATJON DRJV£ 
PLAINTIFF(S) COURT: BCDC 
CASE NO: CR2009-01019 
DEFENDANT($) PAPER(S) SERVED: 
CRIMINAL SUBPOENA 
1 
i JUt-: 1 7 2009 
20090057 
I. J. WAf.. T FEMLING. SHERIFF OF BLAINE COUNTY, STATE THAT THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS WERE 
DELIVERED TO ME FOR SERVICE ON THE 10TH DAY OF JUNE 2009. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT. ON THE 15TH DAY OF JUNE 2009, AT 9:05 O'CLOCK A.M., I, KYLE D. GREEN, BEING DULY 
AUTHORIZED, SERVED THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER UPON 
•' ' '• SUSAN HANSEN' ' '' • 
PERSONALLY AT: 309 COLDSPRINGS KETCHUM ID 
WITH IN THE COUNTY OF BLAINE. ST ATE OF IDAHO. 
SHi:RIFF'S FEES: 0.00 
TOTAL COLLECTED TO DATE: 0.00 
AMOUNT UNCOLLECTED: 0.00 
JIM J-CO PROS THOMAS 
201 2ND AVE SOUTH STE 100 
HAILEY. ID 63333 
DATED THIS 15TH DAY OF JUNE 2009. 
J. WALT FEMLING 
BY 
BY 
KYLE D. GREEN 
SERVING OFFIC:R 
I) 
.61NGERM.CLEMENT 
RETURNING OFFICER 
OR\G\NAL 
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Jim J. Thomas 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
201 2nd Ave. South, Suite 100 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Telephone: (208) 788-5545 
Issue Date: June 9, 2009 D 
RECEIVE Sheriff"s ()fflce 
BLAINE COUNTY 
JUN~. 0 2009 
~Min 'ffi M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTi_c_T_oll*«Y~-~OeplllY 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
State of Idaho, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE A. DECKER, 
Defendant. 
To: Susan Hansen 
309 Coldsprings 
Ketchum, ID 
Case No: CR-09-1019 
Subpoena 
Magistrate Court 
YOU ARE COMMANDED to appear before the Magistrate Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho in the Magistrate Courtroom of the Kramer Judicial Building in the City of Hailey, Blaine County, 
State of Idaho beginning on: 
Thursday, July 2, 2009 @ 9:00 a.m. 
Or until excused by the Court, as a witness for the State of Idaho in the above-mentioned criminal action. 
Type of hearing: Jury Trial 
Be advised that a failure to comply with this subpoena could result in a finding of contempt by the ·c·ourt 
and/or the filing of criminal charges against you. 
Given under my hand this jt!: day of June, 2009. 
By: 
Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
Please contact the witness coordinator with the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney's Office at least 24 hours in advance 
of appearance date to confhm that the hearing or trial has not been canceled or postponed. 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
-- vs .. 
KIMBERLEE A DECKER 
BLAINE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
1650 A VIATlON DRIVE 
PLAINTIFF(S) COURT: BCDC 
FILED~--~.- :25 
r· 
l JUN 1 7 2009 
; 
CASE NO: CR2009-01019 
DEFENDANT(S) PAPER(S) SERVED: 
CRIMINAL SUBPOENA 
1, J. WALT FEMLING, SHERIFF OF BLAINE COUNTY, STATE THAT THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS WERE 
DELIVERED TO ME FOR SERVICE ON THE 10TH DAY OF JUNE 2009. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT, ON THE 15TH DAY OF JUNE 2009, AT 10:40 O'CLOCK P.M., I, BRAD (SGT) GELSKY, BEING 
DULY AUTHORIZED, SERVED THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER UPON 
• • • • • BARB KRUSE • • • • • 
PERSONALLY AT: ST LUKE'S WRMC KETCHUM ID 
WITHIN THE COUNTY OF BLAINE, STATE OF IDAHO. 
SHERIFF'S FEES: 
TOTAL COLLECTED TO DATE: 
AMOUNT UNCOLLECTED: 
JIM J-CO PROS THOMAS 
201 2ND AVE SOUTH STE 100 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
0.00 
0.00 
----- ~- ----- --- ----
0 .00 
DATED THIS 15TH DAY OF JUNE 2009. 
J. WALT FEMLING 
SHERIFF 
BY 
BY 
I 
BRAD (SGT) GELSKY 
SERVING OFFICER 
G~~EMENT 
RETURNING OFFICER 
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-, 
-, 
Jim J. Thomas 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
201 2nd Ave. South, Suite 1 DO 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Telephone: (208) 788-5545 
Issue Date: 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
State of Idaho, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE A. DECKER, 
Defendant. 
To: Barb Kruse 
St. Lukes Wood River 
Ketchum, ID 
Case No.: CR-09-1019 
Subpoena 
Magistrate Court 
YOU ARE COMMANDED to appear before the Magistrate Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho in the Magistrate Courtroom of the Kramer Judicial Building in the City of Hailey, Blaine County, 
State of Idaho beginning on: 
Thursday, July 2, 2009@ 9:00 a.m. 
Or until excused by the Court, as a witness for the State of Idaho in the above-mentloned criminal action. 
Type of hearing: Jury Trial 
Be advised that a failure to comply with this subpoena could result in a finding of contempt by the ecurt 
and/or the filing of criminal charges against you. 
Given under my hand this f!::._ day of June, 2009. 
By9-- 9~ 
Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
Please contact the witness coordinator with the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney's Office at least 24 hours in advance 
of appearance date to confirm that the hearing or trial has not been canceled or postponed. 
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Douglas A. Werth ISBN 3660 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Tel: 208-788-7015 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
FILED~-·~.~~"" 
r 
! Jrn-: 2 6 2009 
Jolynn Drage, Cieri< District 
Court Blaine Counrv Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2009-1019 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
Defendant Kimberlee Decker moves the Court for its order suppressing all 
evidence of evidentiary testing for alcohol and the results thereof upon the ground that 
such evidence were obtained in violation of the equal protection and due process rights 
of the Defendant pursuant to United States and Idaho Constitutions, and the 
requirements and Defendant's rights under Idaho Code§ 18-8002. 
In the event that parallel provisions of the United States Constitution are found 
not to have been violated in this case, Defendant asserts that applicable provisions of 
the Idaho Constitution should be construed independently, and in the favor of 
Defendant's motion, based upon, inter alia, the uniqueness of Idaho's western tradition, 
and the high regard with which its history affords the right of privacy and protections 
against governmental intrusion. See generally, State v. Donato, 135 Idaho 469, 472-
MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 1 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 Ii 
10 
473, 20 P.3d 5, 8-9 (2001); State v. Guzman! 122 Idaho 981,842 P.2d 660 (1992); and 
State v. Henderson, 114 Idaho 293, 756 P.2d 1057 (1988). 
An evidentiary hearing and oral argument are requested. 
DATED this H .Haay of June, 2009. 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
By: Douglas A Werth 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~~ay of June, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the within and foregoing document to be served by the following method 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
1 and addressed to each of the following: 
-- U.S. MAIL/ X FAX/ HAND-DELIVERY/ OVERNIGHT TO: 
Jim J. Thomas 
BLAINE CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Kramer Judicial Building 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-5554 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 2 
Douglas A. Werth 
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Douglas A. Werth ISBN 3660 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Tel: 208-788-7015 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
Fl LED ~--~·--~-----r,i.... 
JU~~ 2 6 2009 
Jolynn Drage, Clark District 
Court Blaine Couniv Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Case No. CR-2009-1019 
Plaintiff, 
vs. NOTICE OF HEARING 
12 1 KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
i 
li 
I 
Defendant 
TO: CLERK OF THE COURT, THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED PARTIES AND THEIR 
ATTORNEYS OF RECORD 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the 'i[f4..-.. day of ____ ~--=--==-+------
1,1,00, , at the hour of )O:o()ci-;--or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, 
Defendant Kimberlee Decker will call up before the Honorable R. Ted Israel, Magistrate 
Judge, in the Blaine County Courthouse, 201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 106, Hailey, ID 
83333, the following motion(s): MOTION TO SUPPRESS. 
DATED this ?-f ~ay of June, 2009. 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
By: Douglas A. Werth 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
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1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8:kday of June, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the within and foregoing document to be served by the following method 
3 
, and addressed to each of the following: 
4 
5 
6 ' 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
__ U.S. MAIL/ -X- FAX/ __ HAND-DELIVERY/ __ OVERNIGHT TO: 
Jim J. Thomas 
BLAINE CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Kramer Judicial Building 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-5554 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
Douglas A. Werth 
,--
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FILED ~:~1• :.~~ E_oog ·.cs· 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Kimberlee Ann Decker 
Defendant. 
11/10/1959 
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BLAINE, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk i),;;mc:, 
Court Blaine Co:rnr\· 'o,~h .. ·, 
PRE-TRIAL STIPULATION and ORDER 
CaseNo: CR-2009-0001019 
The above-named parties hereby stipulate and agree as follows: 
The EJeleMant iM'tt'piead fiiilty as i:Harged to'.""" __ ~_-....._~_' __ ~-~-~-~---,_.--J\.,--"---~---<d-i=-.-7_-~ _ ~ ___ _ 
, U', ~D 0. \fv-. 
[ ] The State moves to dismiss the charge(s) of ______________________________ because: 
[ J The parties have agreed to the following amendments: ____________________________ _ 
[ ] COURT TRIAL is set for ________________________ at __________ _ 
(By signing this document, all parties expressly agree to waiver of a jury trial.) 
JURY PRE-TRIAL is set for ______________________ at 2:00 p.m. 
with JURY TRIAL set for at 9:00 a.m. 
[ ] The State recommends the following sentence:--------------------------------
THE DEFENDANT IS NOTIFIED that: 
J . If you fail to appear at any time noted herein, any bond posted may be forfeited and a warrant may be issued for your arrest. 
2. In agreeing to plead guilty, you waive all statutory and constitutional rights provided by law. If you have questions, you should consult 
legal counsel. 
3. Sentencing recommendations are not binding on the court unless express y 'ndica e 
DATED: ~/45/Cj 
--
Kimberlee Ann Decker (Defense Attorney if applicable) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Stipulation of the Parties is: yfApproved I ] Disapproved. 
FIFTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE JUDGE# L ) 
Copies hand-delivered to: [x} Prosecuting Attorney ~nse Attorney 
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BLAINE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
Paper ID: 200900669 
-VS--
CASE NO: CR2009-01019 
KIMBERLEE A DECKER 
DEFENDANT(S) PAPER{S) SERVED: 
CRIMINAL SUBPOENA 
I, J. WALT FEMLING, SHERIFF OF BLAINE COUNTY, STATE THAT THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS WERE 
DELIVERED TO ME FOR SERVICE ON THE 1 ST DAY OF JULY 2009. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT, ON THE 2ND DAY OF JULY 2009, AT 8:40 O'CLOCK A.M., I, KYLE D. GREEN, BEING DULY 
AUTHORIZED, SERVED THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DOCUMENTS IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER UPON 
...... • • SUSAN HANSEN• • • • • 
PERSONALLY AT: 309 COLDSPRINGS KETCHUM ID 
WITHIN THE COUNTY OF BLAINE, STATE OF IDAHO. 
SHERIFF'S FEES: 
TOTAL COLLECTED TO DATE: 
AMOUNT UNCOLLECTED: 
,IIM J-CO PROS THOMAS 
201 2ND AVE SOUTH STE 100 
HAILEY. ID 83333 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
DATED THIS 2ND DAY OF JULY 2009. 
J. WALT FEMLING 
SHERIFF 
BY 
BY 
KYLE(tf 
SERVING OFFICER 
GINGER M. CLEMENT 
RETURNING OFFICER 
OR1G\NAL 
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..... 
Jim J. Thomas 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
201 2nd Ave. South, Suite 100 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Issue Date: July F,LE,C E I V E D 
' LU$fieriff's Office 
BLAINE COUNTY 
JUL O 1 2009 
Telephone: (208) 788-5545 Hr. \ :::SMin:2U M 
Jerry Femling, Sheriff 
By ~Q.., Civil Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
State of Idaho, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE A. DECKER, 
Defendant. 
To: Susan Hansen 
309 Coldsprings 
Ketchum, ID 
Case No.: CR-09-1019 
Subpoena 
Magistrate Court 
YOU ARE COMMANDED to appear before the Magistrate Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho in the Magistrate Courtroom of the Kramer Judicial Building in the City of Hailey, Blaine County, 
State of Idaho beginning on: 
Wednesday, July 8, 2009 @ 10:00 a.m. 
Or until excused by the Court, as a witness for the State of Idaho in the above-mentioned criminal action. 
Type of hearing: Suppression Hearing 
Be advised that a failure to comply with this subpoena could result in a finding of contempt by the Court 
and/or the filing of criminal charges against you. 
Given under my hand this / ~ day of July, 2009. 
By n - ~ /2_,___ 
Ji~s, 1siWws -
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
Please contact the witness coordinator with the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney's Office at least 24 hours in advance 
of appearance date to confirm that the hearing or trial has not been canceled or postponed. 
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Jim J. Thomas, ISBN4415 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Telephone: (208) 788-5545 
Fax: (208) 788-5554 
ORIGINAL 
FI LED t.r:t-----....._ 
r 
I JUL -7 2009 ~ 
Jolynn Drage, :·:1er;.; r:·:;/•ict 
Court Biainc C.>:,;.1r;: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE A. DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
STATE'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
Plaintiff State of Idaho, pursuant to the Idaho Criminal Rules, submits the 
following supplemental response to defendant's request for discovery. This 
supplemental response is intended to add to and supplement the prior response of the 
State, and should not be construed as limiting any prior response. The supplemental 
response to discovery is as follows: 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(b): See enclosed numbered documents, if 
any. 
1. Additional Statements of the defendant: See enclosed police reports, 
witness statements and other documents. 
2. Additional Statements of the co-defendant: N/A. 
3. Defendant's prior record: N/A. 
4. Documents and tangible obiects: 
• Voluntary Statement of Susan Hansen 
• Voluntary Statement of Brent Hansen 
• Voluntary Statement of Syringa Hansen 
STATE'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY - Page 1 
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• Voluntary Statement of Galena Hansen 
• Voluntary Statement of Martha Hernandez 
• Voluntary Statement of Erik Munoz 
5. Reports of examinations and tests: NIA. 
6a. Additional State's witnesses: 
• Brent Hansen 
• Syringa Hansen 
• Galena Hansen 
• Martha Hernandez 
• Erik Munoz 
6b. Additional Witnesses' statements: See enclosed police reports, witness 
statements and other documents. 
7. Additional Police reports: See enclosed police reports and other 
documents. 
Furthermore, the State hereby renews its objection to any request for discovery 
by the defendant calling for materials or information other than that specifically provided 
for by Idaho Criminal Rule 16(b) or other applicable rule or statute. The State reserves 
the right to further supplement discovery as information becomes available. 
In this supplemental response to request for discovery, the State has served 
upon the defendant herewith, consecutive pages numbered 0021 through 0028. 
Defendant is advise1 to immediately contact this office if. any of said pages are missing. 
DATED this \(., day of July, 20/\. 
0 
(' 
STATE'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY - Page 2 
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GERTI Fl CATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1 b- day of July, 2009, I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Douglas Werth 
Attorney at Law 
101 E. Bullion St., #3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
.J::::::::::::"-Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
_ Telecopy 
Mor~an Drag¢; Legal Secretary 
J ·~ _; 
STATE'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY - Page 3 
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Douglas A. Werth ISBN 3880 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bulllon Street, Suite 3F 
Halley, ID 83333 
Tel: 20B-788~7015 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER. 
Defendant 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
County of Bia.Ina ) 
Case No. CR~09-1019 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF 
SUBPOENA 
MARLENE GRIMALDO, being first duly sworn, upon oath deposes and says: 
1. I make the statements herein upon my personal knowledge, and am 
competent to testify to the matters stated herein. 
2. 
3. 
At all tlmes relevant hereto, I have been employed as a legal assistant by. 
I am resident of Blaine County, Idaho, a citizen of the United States of 
Americ;a, and over the age of eighteen (18), and not a party to the above-captioned 
action. 
4. On July 6, 2009, I duly served upon Daniel Turner, a SUBPOENA Issued 
In the above-captioned case, the orlglnal of which is attached hereto, by presenting the 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF SUBPOENA-1 
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original and delivering a copy of said SUBPOENA: 
D personally to the above-named witness; 
D to an Individual over the age of eighteen (18) at the witness's 
residence located at __ _, 
6, [8J faxed to Blaine County Sheriff's Office (788-3592) at ths witness's 
place of work. 
MARLENE GRIMALDO 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ day of July, 2009. 
l' IIOTARY flUBI.IC STA'JE' OF IDAHO OOUG!.As A •. W8mf 
[Official seal] 
Notary Public~ 
Residing at .... ~.....,,__---i----,....-----,....----
My Commission Expire,: :? I "Z..7 /?<>t "l_. 
' 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ;2 day of July, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the within and foregoing document to be served by the following method 
and addressed to each of the following: 
_ U.S. MAIL/ _)1 FAX I_ HAND·DEUVERY / _ OVERNIGHr TO: 
Jim J. Thomas 
BLAINE CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Kramer Judicial Building 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Halley, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-5554 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE OF SUBPOENA - 2 
-
~. U U 0 
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.I 
Douglas A. Werth ISSN 3880 
WER.TH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Halley, ID 83333 
Tel: 208-788-7015 
Fax: 208-788-7014 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
IN THE DISTRICT COUR.T OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant 
TO: Daniel Turner 
Blaine County Sheriff's Office 
Case No. CR-2009-1019 
SUBPOENA 
YOU ARE COMMANDED to appear before the above-captioned Court of the 
State of Idaho in the Kramer Judicial Bulldlng, 201 2nd Avenue South, Halley, Idaho, 
the Honorable R. Ted Israel, Magistrate Judge, presiding, beginning on July 8, 2009, at 
the hour of 10:00 a.m., until excused by the Court, as a witness for Defendant 
Kimberlee Decker. 
Type of Hearing: MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
Be advised that a failure to comply with this subpoena could result in a finding of 
contempt by the Court and/or the fl ling of climlnal charges against you. 
SUBPOENA 1 
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JUL-0,-2009 TUE 02:43 PM WERTH LAW OFFICE FAX No, 208-788-7014 
Given under my hand this ;. S--- day of June, 2009. 
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SUBPOENA-2 
JOLYN~ 
.. ' ,·· 
By: , 
Dep1Jtylerk/; 
'' ' 
' ~ "I I ' ; 
p, 0 0 5 
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COURT MINUTES 
State of Idaho vs. Kimberlee Ann Decker 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 7/8/2009 Time: 9:26 am 
CD: D184 
Minutes Clerk: KATE 
Defense Attorney: Douglas Werth 
Prosecutor: Angela Nelson 
Case No. CR-2009-1019 
Hon. R. Ted ~srael Presiding 
1009 Case is called. Defendant is present with counsel. Matter before the Court is 
Defendant's MOTION TO SUPPRESS. Mr. Werth: Violation of rights under 1.C. 18.8002 
and 18-8002(a). 
1011 Mr. Werth calls DANIEL TURNER, BCSO, who is sworn and testifies on DIRECT. 
Officer Turner is not P.O.S.T. certified but has had some fietcl training with other 
officers. April 18, 2009 Turner was on duty and investigated a traffic accident· During 
the investigation, Turner made contact with Kimberlee Decker at the St. Luke's Hospital 
emergency room. Decker was on a gurney in one of the ER rooms being attended to by 
a doctor. Pursuant to I. C. 18-8002 and 18-8002(a) a blood draw was done. On review 
of the audio record, Officer Turner noted he skipped section 4 of the ALS rights. 
CLERK'S NOTE: DISC E,IECTED, NOT ARCHIVING. DISC 0185 BEGINS . ' \ ' 
DEFENDANT'S EXHBIT A, ALS FORM INTRODUCED. Officer Turner does not recall if 
he informed Decker that she could have an alternate test at her own expense. 
DEFENDANT'S EXHBIIT B, VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORDING IS ADMITTED BY 
STIPULATION. MOTION TO ADMIT EXHIBIT A, NO OBJECTION, EXHIBIT 
ADMITTED. 
1022 Direct of Turner continues. Blood results were forwarded to 'Department of 
Transportation. DVD was reviewed by Officer Turner and the portion that takes place at 
the hospital when the Notice of Suspension Form is being read to Decker, is the only 
COURT MINUTES-MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 3 
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time that Ms. Decker was advised of her rights pursuant to I.C. 18-8002 and 18-8002 A. 
Officer Turner recalls saying something to Decker about a driver's license suspension 
but does not recall exactly what was said. 
1026 Ms. Nelson: CROSS EXAMINATION OF OFFICER TURNER. Turner is scheduled to 
attend P.O.S.T. in October. Exam re: training received thus far, an estimated 12 weeks 
of field training. Exam re: detecting driver's under the influence. Turner states he has 
had training, including a wet lab and practical experience in the field with people who 
might be under the influence of alcohol or drugs. Officer Turner describes the scene of 
the accident. The suspected driver was being attended to by emergency personnel and 
Officer Turner did not attempt to speak with her. He was near her and did detect an 
odor of alcohol. 
1031 Mr. Werth: Objection, outside the scope of direct. The Issue of whether the officer had 
reasonable grounds to suspect the driver was under the influence of alcohol. Ms. 
Nelson responds: Officer did have probable cause to request an evidentiary test. Mr. 
Werth is not challenging whether the Officer had reasonable grounds to believe the 
driver was under the influence. Ms. Nelson addresses the Court. Mr. Werth objects: 
failure of the Officer to properly advise the defendant is the basis. 
1034 STATE HAS A RIGHT TO INVESTIGATE WHAT OCCURRED. IT IS BEYOND THE 
SCOPE OF DIRECT BUT STATE HAS A RIGHT TO CALL THIS WITNESS TO 
INTRODUCE EVIDENCE. Ms. Nelson continues: Officer Turner noted small wine 
bottles (2) on the floor of the passenger side of the car but within the reach of the 
driver. An inventory of the vehicle was done and Turner proceeded to the emergency 
room where he spoke with Decker. Decker said she had six glasses of wine. Turner 
detected the bloodshot, glassy eyes and odor of alcohol, slurred speech and impaired 
memory of the defendant. Rights were read but not word for word. Consent to blood 
draw was made, consent form signed, ISP test kit was used to draw blood. Procedure 
described. Lab results were .33. 
1038 Mr. Werth: REDIRECT OF OFFICER TURNER. Ms. Decker did not request a test for 
·the concentration of alcohol. 
1039 Mr. Werth calls KIMBERLEE DECKER. Mr. Werth notes for the record that Ms. Decker 
is reserving all her Fifth Amendment Rights. Decker is sworn and testifies. Decker 
testifies she was not informed of her right to have an alternate test performed. Had she 
been informed, she states she would have called her lawyer and requested a test. No 
Cross examination. 
1041 Mr. Werth: Argument. Ms. Nelson informs the Court re: settings to hear the audio 
portion. Mr. Werth provides a transcript, not certified, of the audio portion in question. 
1050 Ms. Nelson: Responsive argument. State v. Woolery (sp) 116 Idaho 368 cited. State of 
Idaho vs. DeWitt 2008 West Law 180-7934 cited. 
COURT MINUTES-MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 3 
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1057 Mr. Werth: REBUTTAL ARGUMENT. When the Woolery (sp) case was decided in 
1989. LC. 18-8002 was not on the books atthe time. State vs. Carr, 128 Idaho 181; 
State v Madden, 127 Idaho 894; State vs. Hedges, 143 Idaho, 884 cases cited. 
1103 COURT TAKES MATTER UNDER ADVISEMENT. RECESS 
COURT MINUTES-MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 3 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
~:ILED-!•.,-1. ) I 
STATE OF IDAH::::: :s~::TY OF BLA LJUL n;::e( I 
STATE OF IDAHO' ) Jolynn Drage,· c. District Court Blaine Gou ty, Idaho 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE ANN DECKER, 
Defendant. 
) 
) CASE NO. CR-2009-1019 
) 
) MEMORANDUM DECISION and ORDER 
) 
) 
) 
) 
The above-entitled matter came before the Court on the Defendant's Motion to Suppress 
on July 8, 2009. The State was represented by counsel. The Defendant was present with 
counsel. 
The Defendant was involved in an automobile accident on April 18, 2009 near Ketchum, 
Idaho. Daniel Turner, a new officer with the Blaine County Sheriffs Department, was called to 
investigate. When he arrived, he observed the Defendant on a gurney. He could smell alcohol 
from the area of the gurney. The Defendant was apparently transported to the hospital. 
At the scene, Officer Turner observed the Defendant's vehicle off the road where it had 
apparently struck two other vehicles. He also observed two small wine bottles on the floor of the 
Defendant's vehicle. 
Officer Turner went to the hospital. At the hospital, he observed the Defendant to have 
bloodshot and glassy eyes, the odor of intoxicants, slurred speech and a slightly impaired 
memory. The Defendant admitted to drinking six glasses of wine. 
Officer Turner requested that the Defendant submit to a test for blood alcohol. Before 
doing so, he did not read the standard Suspension Advisory Form created pursuant to Idaho law, 
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but instead "paraphrased" it 1• In doing so, he admits that he did not tell her, as outlined in the 
second sentence of paragraph 2 of the form, that after submitting to the test, she had the right to 
her own test. He also admits that he may not have covered paragraph 3, concerning the fact that 
she did not have the right to an attorney before the test and that he completely omitted paragraph 
4 of the form, advising a person of the civil consequences of refusing to take a test. Finally, 
though it is not part of the form, Officer Turner admits to telling the Defendant that she will be 
suspended no matter what the result of the test, because she smelled of alcohol. 
There is a static-filled audio recording of Officer Turner's encounter with the Defendant 
at the hospital that, as best the Court can tell, essentially confirms the above. After this 
discussion, the Defendant signed a consent and submitted to the test. On cross examination, 
Officer Turner was asked if the "vials" (plural) were labeled, sealed and taken into custody. The 
answer was yes. The state lab found the Defendant's blood alcohol to be .33. 
The Defendant now alleges that her rights to due process were violated by the officer's 
failure to properly advise her of her rights pursuant to I.C. §§ 18-8002 and 18-8002A. Analysis 
of the Defendant's position must begin with State v. DeWitt, 145 ID 709 (Ct. App. 2008). In 
De Witt, the Idaho Court of Appeals reviewed the admissibility of a blood draw from an 
unconscious person suspected of DUI, who could not be informed of any rights under LC. §§ 18-
8002 or l 8-8002A, and found that the results of that blood draw were admissible. In reaching 
that conclusion, the Court noted that: 
1. The taking of a blood test constitutes a seizure. 
2. Such seizures without a warrant are presumptively unreasonable. 
3. The State can overcome the presumption by showing an exception to the warrant rule and 
reasonable conduct in light of all of the circumstances. De Witt at pp. 711-712. 
1 The standard form was admitted into evidence as Exhibit A. 
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The Court went on to say that two exceptions to the warrant requirement apply in DUI 
cases: exigent circumstances and implied consent. The need to preserve evidence informs the 
former; LC. § 18-8002(1) provides the latter. De Witt at p. 712. The Court noted that the statute 
involving the warnings concerning a license suspension were enacted not to give a defendant 
rights, but to discourage and civilly penalize the refusal to cooperate when a person had the 
physical ability to do so. DeWitt at p. 713. 
As applied in De Witt, the issue of reasonableness concerns the procedure used to obtain 
the blood result. As long as done in a medically acceptable manner without unreasonable force, 
the blood draw is reasonable. De Witt at p. 714. 
Just as in De Witt, there is no real dispute that the Defendant in the present case was 
driving a motor vehicle and the police officer had probable cause to believe she was intoxicated. 
As outlined above, the Defendant was the sole occupant of a vehicle involved in an accident; 
wine bottles were found in her vehicle; the area of the gurney she was on smelled of alcohol at 
the scene; and the police officer made multiple observations evidencing intoxication at the 
hospital. 
There was both the usual exigency and the implied statutory consent at the time the blood 
draw was requested. There is no evidence that the blood was drawn in an unreasonable manner. 
Consistent with De Witt, the results of the blood draw appear admissible. 
However, analysis of the present situation cannot end there. Idaho courts have 
determined that the exigency caused by the destruction of evidence in a DUI situation essentially 
cuts both way. As a result, a police officer may not deny a person the meaningful and timely 
opportunity to arrange an independent test for blood alcohol concentration. State v. Madden, 127 
ID 894 (Ct. App. 1995). The question in the present case is whether or not Officer Turner's 
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failure to fully advise the Defendant of that right in the present case, when required by statute, 
means that the State's blood draw must be suppressed. 
In State v. Hedges, 143 ID 884 (Ct. App. 2007), the defendant was advised of his right to 
an independent test, but the Court of Appeals remanded the case to determine whether or not the 
police unreasonably delayed his opportunity to get a second test. In reaching that conclusion, the 
Court of Appeals noted the requirement in LC. § 18-8002( 4)( d) that a person be advised of his 
right to seek an additional test and concluded that it does violate due process for the police to 
unreasonably interfere with a person's right to that test. Hedges at p. 887. In noting the statutory 
requirement of advice, the Court referred to State v. Rountree, 129 ID 146 (Ct. App. 1996). 
In Rountree, the statutory rights contained in LC. §18-8002, including the right to a 
second test, were not read prior to a blood draw. The Court of Appeals noted that such a failure 
does not require suppression of the blood draw2. Instead, the Court analyzed whether or not 
under the circumstances of that case, suppression was appropriate. The Court did not really give 
any guidance as to what circumstances should be considered, but essentially determined that 
suppression was not appropriate because Rountree had a lawyer present and was advised by his 
lav .. ,yer of the right to a second test. Rountree at pp. 148-149. 
In the present case, there are also circumstances that do not require the suppression of the 
results of the blood draw. As outlined above, it appears that more than one vial of blood was 
taken from the Defendant. As a result, even though the State has done a test for blood alcohol 
concentration, there is more blood available for the Defendant to obtain the independent test 
contemplated by the statute. Thus, even though the Defendant was not told of her right to the 
second test at the time she submitted to the blood draw, she now has an attorney, knows that she 
2 It specifically noted that language found in I.C. § 18-8002( 4)( d), also now found in I.C. § 18-8002A(6), requiring 
suppression if an officer denies a second test does not apply to situations where the officer fails to advise a person of 
the right to a second test. 
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has a right to a second test and can request that the second vial of blood be released for testing. 
As a result, the failure of the officer on the scene to advise her of the right to a second test does 
not violate due process. 
Likewise, the other failures in Officer Turner's advice to the Defendant do not rise to the 
level required to show a violation of due process. The omitted portion of paragraph 2 simply 
told her she did not have a right, the right to talk to an attorney, before submitting to the test. 
Paragraph 4, concerning the civil consequences of refusal, were not relevant because the 
Defendant consented to the test without knowing essentially coercive information. Officer 
Turner's statement about the consequence of having alcohol on your breath was wrong, but, if 
anything, it would discourage a person from taking a test knowing that even if they passed, they 
would still be suspended. 
The State's blood result is admissible. The Motion to Suppress is DENIED. The matter 
is SET FOR PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE on August 24, 2009 at 2:00 p.m. with Trial on August 
27, 2009 at 9:00 a.m. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED July J.2_, 2009. 
R. TED ISRAEL 
FIFTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a copy of this Memorand2bDnision and Order was mailed, faxed 
and/or hand-delivered to the following, on I] cf] , 
2009 to wit: 
Angela Nelson 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
201 2nd Ave. South, Ste 100 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Doug Werth 
Attorney At Law 
101 Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Magistrate Clerk 
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FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BLAINE, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
I FILED~--~1-~ 
1 
AUG 24 2~; l 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
J...------ __ .---:i I 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk Districr 1
1 Court Blaine County, Idaho _ 
PRE-TRIAL STIPULATION and ORDER - ~--
Kimberlee Ann Decker 
Defendant. 
-
11/10/1959 
The above-named parties hereby stipulate and agree as follows: 
CaseNo: CR-2009-0001019 
[ ] The Defendant will plead guilty as charged to: -~£t~t....16:rl-c/~4~-&--1-==:::.1...-_.A,.......-=-==='----....:{)=-_4---=--l-{ ______________ _ 
[ ] The State moves to dismiss the charge(s) of _____________________________ because: 
[ ] The parties have agreed to the following amendments: ___________________________ _ 
[ ] COVRT TRIAL is set for ______________________ at __________ _ 
(By signing this document, all parties expressly agree to waiver of a jury trial.) 
[ ] JURY PRE-TRIAL is set for _____________________ at 2:00 p.m. 
with JURY TRIAL set for at 9:00 a.m. 
I J 
] Ot~ €J~~r£Ck 
THE DEF:,;;;;NT IS N:ZIED that 
I. If you fail to appear at any time noted herein, any bond posted may be forfeited and a warrant may be issued for your arrest. 
2. In agreeing to plead guilty, you waive all statutory and constitutional rights provided by law. If you have questions, you should consult 
legal counsel. 
3. Sentencing reco mend ions are not binding on the court unless exp ssly indic 
Kimberlee Ann Decker Douglas A. Werth (Defense Attorney if applicable) 
**********•••••••••*•*•*···········**••••*••····················*················*···························*·········· 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Stipulation of the Parties is: l~pproved l Disapproved. 
SENTENCING (if applicable) is SET FOR >< p\-c..,._.\_<J'--_ ''-\ '> (._ <:s(:)a, at_~ ___ _____:__~=-
48 hours prior to Sentencing. Defendant must provide Court with: [ ~stancIT ~ 
FIFTH DISTRJCT MAGISTRATE JUDGE# 
Copies hand-delivered to: [x] Prosecuting Attorney [ ~fense Attorney 11_04?i ~ 
By: ----;:-,,1~,c___;"""-=--:c__:___=-"-"'-=-------------
Magistrate Clerk 
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Douglas A Werth ISSN 3660 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Tel: 208-788-7015 
Fax: 208-788-7014 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
· Defendant. 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
MOTION TO CONTINUE 
SENTENCING HEARING 
Defendant Kimberlee Decker moves the Court to continue the SENTENCING 
HEARING currently scheduled for September 14, 2009 in the above-captioned action. 
The grounds for said motion are: Defendant has an Important training at her work 
with the Sun Valley Company that she needs to attend. 
1{;J Opposing Counsel has been contacted In regard to the Instant motion and 
has stated that he/she D does~ does not object to the motion. 
~ An attempt was made to reach opposing counsel to determine whether 
he/she objects to the instant motion but opposing counsel could not be reached. 
MOTION TO CONTINUE SENTENCING HEARING - 1 
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DA TED this / 0 day of September, 2009. 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
By: Douglas A. Werth 
Attorneys for Defendant KJmber1ee Decker 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /-0 day of September, 2009, I caused a 
true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document to be served by the 
following method and addressed to each of the following: 
_ U.S. MAIL /-;A-FAX/_ HAND-DELIVERY/_ OVERNIGHT TO: 
Jim J. Thomas 
BLAINE CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Kramer Judicial Building 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Halley, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-5554 
Douglas A. Werth 
MOTION TO CONTINUE SENTENCING HEARING - 2 
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Fl~Er-) ~_: ~-~ G:!~ zoo~~ Douglas A. Warth JSBN 3660 WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Halley, ID 83333 
Tel: 208-788-7015 
Fax: 208-788-7014 
Jo/vnn o~a -, ,-,, , I ' 
J . . u·~, _:--·1l-. ,·: Vistrict 
- Court B1a111e Count_1,~ idaho 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT Or THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
CONTINUE SENTENCING HEARING 
The Court, having considered the MOTION TO CONTINUE SENTENCING 
HEARING flied herein by the Defendant Kimberlee Decker, and good cause appearing 
- therefor, HEREBY GRANTS said motion and orders that the hearing be continued. 
The SENTENCING HEARING In the above-captioned case Is hereby continued 
to the c2tf:-fll.day of ~.12,a:1, ~ , 200_2._, at the hour of 
/!): 30 q. rJ-1. 
DATED this \ \ day of September, 2009. 
LL~~ 
R. Ted Israel 
Magistrate Judge 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO CONTINUE SENTENCING HEARING~ 1 
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P. UUb/LIU~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this // '-/IL day of September, 2009, I caused a 
true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document to be served by the 
foflowing method and addressed to each of the following: 
VU.S. MAIL/ FAX/ HAND-DELIVERY/ 
Douglas A. Werth 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: 208~788-7014 
U.S. MAIL/ FAX/ ~AND-DEUVERY / 
Jim J. Thomas 
BLAINE CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Kramer Judicial Building 
201 2nd A venue S., Suite 1 oo 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-5554 
OVERNIGHT TO: 
OVERNIGHT TO: 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO CONTINUE SENTENCING HEARING - 2 
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Douglas A. Werth ISBN 3660 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Halley, ID 83333 
Tel: 2D8-788-7015 
Fax: 208-788-7014 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
FILFD A.!'--~ .._ r·. ·-· ·" T-:-~ 
L_ SEP 1 7 2009 ;:~ 
Jolynn o-;;;-:---~-~ 
_ Court B~ · .1ti, C,erk District 
a111e County, Idaho 
-
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFrH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Cass No. CR-09-1019 
MOTION TO CONTINUE 
SENTENCING HEARING 
Defendant Kimberlee Decker moves the Court to continue the SENTENCING 
HEARING currently scheduled for September 28, 2009 In the above-captioned action. 
The grounds for said motion are: undersigned counsel wlll be out of the country 
from September 24, 2009 through October 14, 2009, on a long-scheduled vacation 
involving the advance purchase of airline tickets and the scheduling of hotel 
accomodations. 
D Opposing Counsel has been contacted In regard to the Instant motion and 
has stated that he/she D does D does not object to the motion. 
· ··· ~ An attempt was made to reach opposing counsel to detem1lne whether 
he/she objects to the instant motion but opposing counsel could not be reached. 
MOTION TO CONTlNUE XXMXX-1 
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WtKIH LAW UrrlLt rAJ., No, ,uo-100-1u1q r, UUv/ UUv 
DATED this /7 day of September, 2009. 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
By: Douglas A. Werth 
Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Ji day of September, 2009, I caused a 
true and correct copy of the within and regoing document to be served by the 
following method and addressed to each of the following: 
_ U.S. MAIL/ -.x:- FAX/ __ HAND-DELIVERY/ __ OVERNIGHT TO: 
Jim J. Thomas 
BLAINE CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Kramer Judicial Building 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Halley, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-5554 
MOTION TO CONTINUE XXMXX- 2 
/ r" 
./l?~~~~, 
Douglas A. Werth 
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Douglas A. Werth ISBN 3660 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Tel: 208-788-7015 
Fax: 208-788-7014 
FILED~-~.-....... 
SEP 2 l 2009 
5 Attorneys for Defendant Kimberlee Decker 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFrH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
CONTINUE SENTENCING HEARING 
The Court, having considered the MOTION TO CONTINUE SENTENCING 
HEARING filed· herein by the Defendant Kimberlee Decker, and good cause appsartng 
therefor, HEREBY GRANTS said motion and orders that the hearing be continued. 
The SENTENCING ~RI Gin the above-captioned case is hereby continued 
to the / ~ day of & ' ". / A. 200_, at the hour of 
;o.3o )..,n . 
DATED this ! ~ day of September, 2009. 
~~~ 
R. Ted Israel 
Magistrate Judge 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO CONTINUE XXMXX. 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this lJ day of September, 2009, I caused a 
true and correct copy of the wltr1ln and foregoing document to be served by the 
following method and addressed to each of the following: · 
/ 
__ U.S. MAIL/ FAX/ HAND-DELIVERY/ OVERNIGHT TO: 
Douglas A. Werth 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-7014 
_ U.S. MAIL/_ FAX/ -~::.J1AND-DELIVERY /_OVERNIGHT TO: 
Jim J. Thomas 
·BLAINE CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Kramer Judicial Bullding 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Halley, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-5554 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO CONTINUE XXMXX - 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIB COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
) 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CR-2009-0001019 
Kimberlee Ann Decker 
PO Box 810 CRIMINAL MINUTE ENTRY 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
CHARGE: 118-8004 M I.C. Driving Under The Influence 
AMENDED: l18-8004C M Driving Under ne Influence (exceuiye} 
SENTENCING 
DATE: /c2-- /P· () L 
~ ,,/ 
CD: //2,.... 
Judge: ti'k Ted Israel Clerk: ~ate Riley 
[ ] Heidi Schiers 
Counter: /0.' 3 <-f 
[ ] Mark A Ingram 
[ ] Robert J. El gee [] Other: _________ _ 
[ ] Jason D. Walker [] Interpreter:-------[] Other: _________ _ 
Prosecuting Attorney: Jim Thomas tj f dM <.JL fl//,+ 
Defense: 
[ l 
~ [ l 
No Attorney: 
Defendant appeared. 
Defendant did not appear. 
[ ] Bond revoked/warrant issued w/ new bond $ ____ _ 
[ ] State given 21 days to act. 
Defense Attorney: Douglas A. Werth 
Procedure: 
w--
[ 1 
[ty" 
[q---'"' 
Charge Amended to:,,..... ____ ~~------ h h} ~ . ..-
Guilty Plea ~sn;J DY\. fi7,'f'r "b ""1¥7•,. fl.. A .,,«~ "h-1 --rresi 
Court reviews Plea Agreement 
W"' 
[.}-
[a,('" 
[V 
[c.t"" 
[ ] 
H-'" 
~ 
[ c.}--""" 
Satisfied with counsel. 
Denies t!u-.=ts or fo~ or llllder the iJ.!!!uence. 
Reads and understands [~lish [ ]Spanish [ ]as interpreted today 
Waives rights/has read, m1derstood and signed Acknowledgment of Rights form. 
Unders~ds penalti~/s including enhancqJ1ents/signed Notiticatipn of_Subj,equeJJl.Rights 
form. l'?"Y iA- I t l,.o,>5 IJ"N_ I / '-,r," ~.c.... ·oc S,,.Ja," 
Understands thht a guilty plea/conviction may impact abff ity to remain in the United 
States if not a citizen. 
Understands Court not bound by recommendations. 
Admits elements ofoffense (factual basis). 
Court accepts plea. 
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COUNTI r/Jllf &cess-,'./c..-> 
I [< Senlnce imposed. ~<!i!nent of Conviction entered [ ] Withheld Judgment entered 3 5 Days in Jail 3 :50 Days suspended;~--- Days ~it for time seped . ~· / 
HCommunity Serv~ours l./0 ~ starting: 1)4.. /, C-c,.A,.. ~ S-~ _6flt 
Fines imposed $ I with S 'fQ;) suspended [4,eourt co~' 1 )\ ,:Po~ 
Restitution $ ____ H"State has 30 days to file for restitution or it is waived. 
Driver's qcense Suspended: 3lD S'" days with __ days absolute ~~ ~ 
Probation:~ months NS\lpervised [] supervision fees [ ]unsupervised t:/- I~ • 07 
May apply for early release after / 2,.. monthsn • _ • <59,,v'2..,., /0 ~ 
Probation Conditions: ~~ ~ -/la,'Yt. S- t:'-rY '{ J 
[~olate no laws; r ~ ~ ~--J,~. 
~otify Court of address change; ~ 9Y\.. ~ 
[ ]Make payment arrangements with court clerk; r"<.:,(....,_,,.._,._ 
[ ] days of Driver's License Suspension are Suspended; 
~Crime Victims Panel; 
[ ]Attend Court Alcohol School; 
[ ]No BAC refusals; 
~lcohol or controlled substances while driving; 
i-JM(rst have car insurance and valid DL; 
MRestricted DL permit as per probation officer; 
~ alcohol or drugs, not prescribed by a physician; 
[ ]Counseling/treatment per probation officer or evaluation recommendation. 
~o<L 
~4Fr'~ 
COUNT ll 
[ l Sentence imposed. [ ] Judgment of Conviction entered [ ] Withheld Judgment entered 
___ Days in Jail starting: [ ]Comnnmity Service Hours ____ _ 
___ Days suspended [ ]SWR 
Fines imposed: $ ______ with $ ______ suspended [ ] court costs 
Driver's License Suspended: days with __ days absolute 
Probation: __ months [ ]supervised [] supervision fees [ ]unsupervised 
[ ] Concurrent sentences [ ] Consecutive sentences 
[ l Other: 
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FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, ST A TE OF I 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
201 2ND AVENUE SOUTH, SUITE 106 
HAILEY, IDAHO 83333 
Fl .LED A.M.-:-n....-' -
- . P.M. ':\'- \ 
"Tacr 1 ~~oos L} 
L. ~-Jo1r11n Drag erk District 
Court Blaine unty, Idaho 
STA TE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CR O C\ - \ '() \ ~ vs. 
Defendant. 
NOTIFICATION OF PENAL TIES 
FOR VIOLATION OF 
-~~------
DRIVING UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE 
DL or SSN: -----=----
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that if you plead guilty to or are found guilty of driving 
under the influence in the future, the penalties will be as follows: 
A SECOND DUI VIOLATION within ten (I 0) years, including withheld judgments, is a 
.MISDEMEANOR and you: 
1. Shall be sentenced to jail for a mandatory minimum period of not less than ten ( I 0) days, 
the first forty-eight ( 48) hours of which must be consecutive, and five days of v-:hicb must be 
served in jail, and may be sentenced to not more than one ( 1) year: and 
2. May be fined up to Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00); and 
3. Shall surrender your driver's license to the court; and 
4. Shall have your driving privileges suspended for a minimum one (1) year during which 
absolutely no driving privileges of any kind may be granted; and 
5. Shall drive only a motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock system. 
following the (1) year license suspension period. 
TWO DUI VIOLA TIO NS when both violations involve an alcohol concentration of 0.20 or 
above, within five (5) years; A THIRD DUI VIOLATION within ten (10) years: or a 
SUBSEQUENT DUI VIOLATION with a previous felony DUI or aggravated DCI within 
fifteen (15) years; including withheld judgments, is a FELONY and you: 
1. (a): Shall be sentenced to the State Board of Corrections for not more than five (5) years 
for T\VO DUI VIOLATIONS involving an alcohol concentration of 0.20 or above. But 
if the Court imposes a jail sentence instead of the state penitentiary. it shall be for a 
minimum period of not less than thirty (30) days: or 
(b): Shall be sentenced to the State Board of Corrections for not more than ten ( 10) 
years for a THIRD DUI VIOLATION within ten (10) years or a SUBSEQUENT DUI 
VIOLATION with a previous felony DUI or aggravated DUJ within fifteen ( l 5) years. 
But if the Court imposes a jail sentence instead of the state penitentiary, it shall be for a 
NOTJFICATlON OF PENALTIES FOR SUBSEQUENT VIOLATION OF 
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 7107 
-75-
minimum period of not less than thirty (30) days, the first forty-eight ( 48) hours of which 
must be consecutive, and ten (10) days of which must be served in jail: and 
2. May be fined up to Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00); and 
3. Shall surrender your driver's license to the court; and 
4. Shall have your driving privileges suspended for at least one (1) year and not more than 
five (5) years following your release from imprisonment during which time you shall have 
absolutely no driving privileges; and 
5. Shall drive only a motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock system, 
following the ( l) year license suspension period. 
Upon application to the Court by the defendant and proof of valid liability insurance or other 
proof of financial responsibility (as provided in chapter 12, title 49 Idaho Code), the Court may 
authorize a restricted driving permit. The acceptable terms for driving will be set by the court. 
No driving outside the scope of the authorized stated use will be acceptable. In no event shall a 
person who is disqualified or whose driving privileges are suspended, revoked or canceled 
be granted restricted driving privileges to operate a commercial motor vehicle. 
I HA VE READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT; I HA VE HAD IT EXPLAINED TO ME: 
AND I RA. VE RECEIVED A COPY. 
Dated: 
NOTIFlCATJON OF PENAL TIES FOR SUBSEQL1ENT VIOLATION OF 
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 7107 
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FILED~-~~-
JN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FJTTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT r;CT 1";;0Qg j 
OF THE STATE OF JDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTV OF BLAI E Jk~n o,a,ii, c"'ie . 
Court EJtalrie ;... ,sr ,1ct 
---.;..;:.:.:::.:.:~--~ou~n.t.1. '(1::,r 
STATE OF ID.A.HO, ) - . ·-· ·- . 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
) CASE NO. CR- 0 q - \U \ C\ 
{ -.. ) 
) ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RIGHTS/ 
) WAIVER OF RIGHTS (MISDEMEANOR) 
) 
________________ ) 
l wish to enter a guilty pleB to the charge(s) of £..~( ::,(2 S$\ J L ~ lJI: 
In entering any plea of guilty, r understand that lam waiving the following rights: 
1. The right to a speedy and public trial by jury where the State must prove 111y guil1 beyond a 
1·easonable doubt to a unanimous jury. 
2. The right to remain silent before and du ring t1·ial, provided that r may invoke the right to rerna in 
silent about other crimes or about any infomrntion that might tend to increase the punishment for the 
crime to which I am pleading guilty. 
3. The right to confront and cross-examine witnesses who might appear against me at trial, 
including the right to have the state pay the cost of bringing witnesses to court on my behalf. 
4. The right to present any defenses, legal or factual, to the charges pending against me, also 
including, but not limited to, the right to address search and seizure issues, issues surrounding my arrest 
or any other constitutional issues. 
l further understand that: 
1. lf 1 do 11ot speak or fully understand the English language, including any handicap. the cou11 wil I 
appoint a qualified interpreter to assist me. 
2. Unless specifically advised otherwise by the judge, any agreement between the prosecuting 
attorney and myself concerning sentencing is not binding on the court and the court may sentence me to 
the maximum sentence. 
3. lf appropriate, I may be required to make restitution to any victims of my crimes and/or 
reimburse the state for certain cGsts of investigation and prosecution. 
4. lf I am on probation or parole for another· offense, this plea of guilty may constitute a violation of 
said probation or parole and may subject me to additional penalties. 
5. If 1 am not a citizen of the United States, my guilty plea may lead to my de1Jorlation or removal 
from the United States or may prevent me from obtaining legal status or citizenship in the United States. 
6. Federal law provides penalties for possessing,, transporting, shipping or receiving any firearm or 
ammunition for persons convicted of domestic violence. 
7 l have tie right to appeal any final judgment wi hin foiiy-two (Li2) days. 
DATED I 9 / ~ \ ~ 
DEfendant 
Approved by (if applicable) 
--------------
Attorney for Defendant 
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STATE OF IDAf!O VS 
Kl MBERLEE A;'\;\ DECKER 
PO BOX 810 
STTl\' \'ALLEY ID 833~3 
~ 518-90-~1 DL:::, F -UJftQ-IBD 
Fifth Judicial Dlmlct Court, St..'lte of Idaho 
Jn and For thr Count~' of 
-11 'J (lfl ~9 Af;F.NC'Y: BLAINF C'Ol"NTI' SHERIFF"S OFFICE 
Cl.SF" C"R-2009-0001019 CITATION ti 268fl~ 
CHARGE: JJ8-8(l(l4 J\1_ Drlvtng Fnder The Influence 
.\ i\ 'fE"-DED: 
. 20 
COURT 
BY DEPUTY CLERK 
DEFENDANT'S RIGHTS: [4ained by Court [] explained by counsel [] advised_ at pp_or proceeding 
1. Co~l: [] waived [~PRESENTED BY: ___ .(}____.c,.J..,~~':>-~~--~~---------
2. [_.rw.Ji.Yed right to jury trial; confront/cross-examine/subpoena witnesses; against self-incrimination. 
3. ~vised of maximum and minimum penalties, including possible enhancements. 
PROCEDURE: [ ~lty Plea [] Jury Tria1 - Guilty Verdict [] Court Trial- Guilty Verdict 
JUDGMENT: [ J Withheld, terminating: [ ~gment of Conviction 
MONIES DUE: [~/Fixed Penalty$ l C~ [~pended$ 
[.J-Court Costs$ \3 2,iSJ2.- [] Bond Forfeit$ _______ _ 
[ ] lJ,iblic Defender $ _________ [ ] Other $ 
[~estitution per attached Order or if requested by State within ~days. ('\ ~ 
[~ment Arrangements to be made with Clerk's Office. \ J) ~ O' CXo r 
y \'- - l c:- ~ ~ ... J\ l.,._,\(_- v-J \.-i 
COMMUNITYSERVICE: __ C) __ hoursor ____ days.(Additionalfeesmayapply) JC\\ ) L....-\c9 ~ ~ 
JAIL: t>bS° days; 3'fD days suspended; __ days credit for time served; Other: 9 a c.., ~Q ~ j 
__ days may be served on Sheriff's Work Program. Must be completed within 60 days of this Judgment. r ~ 
Defenda~shall not report for said incarceration with any trace of alcohol and/or drugs in his/her bloodstream or body system. w • 
Report: 1 today [ ] _______________ . !(Work Release authorized. 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES SUSPENDED: b~ays, commencing: [ J today or~ ~e-<'"f \ °' \ ~9 
,H' No driving privileges permitted. [ ] Restricted permit after __ days in discret10n of probation officer if otherwise valid. \ \ ,._ 
[ ] __ days of suspension is suspended. ~\_ ~C......\t,.__ ~ '° t ... I,.~ ¾ \"""-0o ~ 
PROBATION: 2r\ months. I ] Court Probation [ ~ervised. Defendant must pay costs of supervision. 
Defendant may apply to probation officer for Court Probation after \ 2..moJJ-lhs. \' ~ 
[x] Comply with all terms of this Judgment. l. ~~~ ~~,U\'--~' 
[x] If supervised, contact the probation department within 5 days of sentencing date or release from jail. 
[x] Commit no misdemeanor or felony. 
[x] t~e~0(~e~~eo~~;::::\:uor:~:~ ad~t~8~~e\a~~ ~ Abstain from ~alcohol and/or [ ] controlled substances not prescribed by a physician. 
~ Submit to testing for [)Palcohol and/or [ ] controlled substances when requested by a police officer, probation officer or 
["f<:ounselor at your expense. 
No actual physical control of a motor vehicle after having consumed any alcohol or controlled subs 
Enroll in the follow· g ogram wi-tlrhr __ 11~ aM coifiple~ 1 days: --'==---"--4-+-'--=::,._-"""--..--\.--:::_,_ ______ _ 
[IC} 
[ ] 
Attend AA/NA -'"Ttl'l'Tl'"l:"'T'i11"~1"1'i:"-mir--... . Su mit 
Other: cf.::) 
IT IS SO ORDERED this l '\ day of o~~ .2005 [\__~~ 
FIFTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE JUDGE# ~ 
I accept the terms of this Judgment and understand I ma;v be arrested, found in contempt or otherwise have all susp-ended 
penalties i~o!Fd forjailure to fulfill those te~ h / ,,,... 
DATED: I Uct LJ)P\., DEFE.t'-,1DANT: .1.1.-(__C,.\f '--
• 
Copies: [] Probation [ ] Sheriff [ ] Prosector [ ] Attorney [ ] Defendant [ ] Alcohol School 
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__ Oct 22 2009 _ 11: 25PM B INE COUNTY DETENTION 208 88 
.PILEDt$£.~ 
r 1 
j OCT 2 3 20J9 j 
Jolynn Drage, CierA O(s!ricl 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTR!ctf-et:~~1!2=.ne~c~our· 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B.LAINB 
MAOIS1RATE DMSJON 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Defendapt 
l CASE NO.~ O 9-,o \ j ~ U, 0 ~, zJf~ ) .., 
) FINE PAYMENT NOTICE and AGREEMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
The Court has agreed in the above-entitlod matter to allow you to make payment 
ammgements. As a result, the Defendant hereby agrees as follows: 
1, The total amount due at this time is $___ •zt6 0.5 () . 
--*THE ABOVE AMOUNT INCLUDES ALL SUPERVISED PROBATION COSTS AT 
$40.00 PER MONTH FOR THE TERM OF YOUR SUPERVISED PROBATION. THESE 
COSTS WILL NOT BE REFLECTED ON THE "BALANCE DUE TO COURT" 
SECTION OF RECEIPTS RECEIVED FROM THIS OF.FICE DUE TO THE MONTHLY 
ACCRUAL BOOKKEEPING SYSTEM** ~--~' -~ 
2. I hereby agree to makepa.ym~~~ j LP0 ,.,.,., per 
month with th~~:)4~ LQ~----·~afid subsequent 
payments due~ month tt.lereifter'until paid in full. 
3. If I am unab~ake any paymen½ I can request an extension of time, in writing. from 
the Clerk of the Court. The Clerk of the Court may approve or deny the request. I agree to abide 
by any extensions granted. 
4. I understand that ifl fail to pay as agreed, all amounts still owing will be immedialely 
due. Such failure may be considered a violation of probation and may also be considered 
contempt of court. If I fail to pay, the clerk will issue an affidavit and the court may issue a. 
warrant for my arrest with a cash-only bond. A violation of probation may be punished by all 
suspended penalties. Contempt of court carries an additional penalty of five days .in jail and a 
fine of up to $5000. In addition, if the Court finds that I had the ability to pay the amounts due 
but failed to do so, I can be incarcerated until 1 pay those amounts or sit them out in jail at the 
rate of $35 per day. 
~AG~~;-~-~~ 
~1.A-L ~~C_'._':'_:::_~~< 
~·······~·~·····) 
Sign your name 
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ORIGINAL 
Douglas A. Werth ISBN 3660 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Tel: 208-788-7015 
Fax: 208-788-7014 
Attorneys for Defendant-Appellant 
LED A.M% (,,,,, P.M. 
[ NOV 3 0 2009 ] c ' 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: PLAINTIFF-RESPONDENT STATE OF IDAHO; AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. In the above-captioned action Defendant-Appellant Kimberlee Decker 
(hereinafter "Appellant") appeals against Plaintiff-Respondent State Of Idaho 
(hereinafter "Respondent") to the DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL 
21 ! DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE. 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2. Pursuant to I.C.R. 54.4, Appellant provides the following information 
and/or statements: 
a. The title of the action or proceedings: State of Idaho, Plaintiff vs. 
Kimberlee Decker, Defendant. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -1 
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b. The title of the court which heard the trial or proceedings appealed 
from and the name of the presiding District Judge: IN THE MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
OF THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE, the Honorable R. Ted Israel, 
Magistrate Judge, presiding. 
c. The number assigned to the action or proceedings by the trial court: 
CR-09-1019. 
d. The title of the court to which the appeal is taken: Fifth District 
Court of the State of Idaho. 
e. The date and heading of the judgment, decision or order from 
which the appeal is taken: Memorandum Decision and Order denying Defendant's 
motion to suppress filed on or about July 17, 2009, and Judgment of Conviction filed on 
or about October 19, 2009. 
f. A statement as to whether the appeal is taken upon matters of law, 
or upon matters of fact, or both: both. 
g. A statement as to whether the testimony and proceedings in the 
original trial or hearing were recorded or reported, together with an identification of the 
method of recording or reporting and the name of the party or person in whose 
possession such recording or reporting is located: the testimony and proceedings 
before the Magistrate Court were reported but it is believed there is an audio recording 
of the proceedings. 
h. A certificate that the notice of appeal has been served personally or 
25 by mailing upon the opposing party or the party's attorney: see certificate below. 
26 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -2 
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26 
i. A statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal; provided, such statement may be filed separately within 
fourteen ( 14) days after the filing of the notice of appeal and any such list of issues on 
appeal shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal thereafter 
discovered by the appellant: 
Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law and abused its discretion in 
the denying Defendant's motion to suppress; 
Whether the seizure of the Defendant, and the evidentiary testing for 
concentration of alcohol violated the Fourth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution and Article 1, Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution; 
Whether the results of evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol should 
have been suppressed or excluded for failure to comply with the requirements of 
the Idaho Code and applicable IDAPA regulations. 
3. Appellant has the right to appeal to the District Court, and the judgments 
or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to 
I.C.R. 54.1 (a). 
4. a. Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
b. Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: the hearing in the Magistrate Court occurring on Defendant's 
motion to suppress on July 8, 2009. 
5. Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under I.C.R. 54.8: copies of all 
pleadings, briefs, exriibits and affidavits filed with the Magistrate Court. 
6. Undersigned counsel certifies that service has been made upon all parties 
required to be served pursuant to I.C.R. 54.4 in the manner indicated in the certificate of 
service below. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -3 
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DATED this 3-o day of November, 2009. 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
By: Douglas A. Werth 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
-
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ___ day of November, 2009, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the within and foregoing document to be served by the following 
method and addressed to each of the following: 
_ U.S. MAIL/ __ FAX/ _K HAND-DELIVERY/ __ OVERNIGHT TO: 
Court Reporter: 
Susan Israel 
Kramer Judicial Building 
U.S. MAIL/ FAX/ __L HAND-DELIVERY/ 
Jim J. Thomas 
BLAINE CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Kramer Judicial Building 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-5554 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -4 
Douglas A. Werth 
OVERNIGHT TO: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRJC1f'7ii.71'n:1:n:::n-;~,c:;;;.+:J 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAI 
DEC.- 2 W:3 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CR2009-1019 Jolynn Drage, Clark District Court Blaine County, Idaho 
P laintif£'Respondent, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-~-___ D_e_fi_en_d_an_t/ A---"-'pp,__e_ll_an_t_. __ ) 
PROCEDURAL ORDER GOVERNING 
CRIMINAL APPEAL FROM 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION TO 
DISTRICT COURT 
A Notice of Appeal has been filed in the above-entitled District Court seeking 
appellate review of judgments or orders of the Magistrate Division. This Order, together 
with Rules 54.1 through 54.5, Idaho Criminal Rules, and applicable provisions of the 
Idaho Appellate Rules shall govern all further proceedings before this Court. 
1. Notices of Appeal or Cross-Appeal: The appellant's notice of appeal was 
filed November 30, 2009. A notice of cross-appeal has not been filed. 
2. Stays of Execution; Bail on Appeal: The filing of the appeal shall not serve 
to automatically stay the execution of sentence, and any stay shall be only by order of the 
Magistrate or this Court pursuant to I.C.R. 54.5. Motions for release on bail or own-
recognizance shall be governed by I.C.R. 46(b ). Any motion for the entry of a stay or for 
release during pendency of the appeal shall first be made to the Magistrate from whose 
decision the appeal has been taken. Any party aggrieved by the Magistrate's decision 
granting or denying a stay or order of release may thereafter challenge such decision by 
motion to this Court pursuant to I.C.R. 46(b). Notwithstanding pendency of the appeal, 
unless otherwise ordered, the Magistrate shall retain the jurisdictional authority specified 
in I.C.R. 54.5(b). 
3. Indigent Defendants: In the event that the defendant was previously deemed 
financially indigent as evidenced by the appointment of counsel in the trial court, 
appointed counsel shall continue to represent the defendant in connection with this 
appeal. In addition, the subsequent provisions of this order requiring payment for 
preparation of a transcript shall not apply. However, it remains the responsibility of the 
appellant to place a timely order for preparation of a transcript. 
4. Form of Appeal: Pursuant to I.C.R. 54/6(a), this matter will proceed as an 
appeal on the record rather than as a trial de nova. It is the sole responsibility of the 
appellant ( or cross-appellant, as the case may be) to arrange for the timely preparation 
and lodging of an appellate record sufficient to facilitate review. 
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5. Clerk's Record: Pursuant to I.C.R. 54.8, the clerk's record shall consist of the 
original case file maintained by the Clerk, along with any exhibits offered or admitted. 
No separately-bound clerk's record is required, but any party may submit an optional 
appendix or addendum containing important or frequently-referenced documents. It shall 
be the responsibility of the party relying upon the contents of the record to review the 
original clerk's file and confirm that all necessary materials were filed and are included in 
the clerk's record on appeal. 
6. Transcript on Appeal: The Court requires the provision of a written transcript 
prepared from the recorded tapes of proceedings in the Magistrate Division. It is the 
responsibility of the appellant ( or cross-appellant, as the case may be) to timely arrange 
and pay for preparation of all portions of the transcript reasonably necessary for review. 
Pursuant to I.C.R. 54.7, the responsible party shall contact the appellate clerk, determine 
the estimated cost of the transcript and, within fourteen (14) days after filing of the notice 
of appeal (or cross-appeal), pay such estimated cost to the appellate clerk. Any balance 
in excess of the estimate shall be payable upon completion of the transcript. The 
transcript will not be served upon the parties until all fees for preparation have been paid 
in full. Failure to timely remit the estimated and/or final preparation costs shall be 
grounds for dismissal of the ordering party's appeal or cross-appeal. Absent an order 
enlarging time, the transcript shall be lodged within thirty-five (35) days after payment of 
the estimated cost of preparation. 
7. Augmentation of Record: Pursuant to I.C.R. 54.11, the clerk's record and/or 
transcript on appeal may be augmented in the manner prescribed by I.A.R. 30. 
8. Appellate Briefs: The initial Appellant's Brief shall be filed with the clerk 
within thirty-five (35) days after settlement of the transcript, or, in cases in which no 
transcript is to be furnished, within thirty-five (35) days after filing of the notice of 
appeal. The Respondent's (and Cross-Appellant's) Brief shall be filed within twenty-
eight (28) days after service of the Appellant's Brief. The appellant may file a Reply 
(and Cross-Respondent's) Brief within twenty-one (21) days after service of the 
Respondent's (or Cross-Appellant's) Brief. The organization and content of briefs shall 
be governed by I.AR. 35 and 36. In accordance with I.C.R. 54.15, only one signed 
original brief need be filed, and only one copy must be served upon each opposing party. 
9. Extensions of Time: Motions to extend the time for filing an appellate brief 
shall be submitted in conformity with I.A.R. 34(e). All other requests for extension of 
time shall be submitted in conformity with I.AR. 46. 
10. Motions: All motions shall be submitted in conformity with I.C.R. 54.14, 
provided that only one original motion, affidavit or brief shall be filed, and further 
provided that all motions shall be scheduled for hearing by the moving party on the 
court's regular civil law and motion calendar. 
2 
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11. Oral Argument: After all briefs are filed (or the time for filing briefs has 
expired, either party may, within fourteen (14) days, contact the appellate clerk to request 
that the case be set for oral argument pursuant to LC.R. 54.16. If neither party does so, 
the Court will deem oral argument waived, and the case will be decided on the briefs, 
transcript and record. If the case is set for oral argument, the form and order of argument 
shall be the same as that before the Idaho Supreme Court, and shall be governed by 
I.AR. 37. It is the responsibility of both counsel to set the case for oral argument or 
notify the Court in writing that argument has been waived. 
12. Appellate Decision: The Court's decision will be by written memorandum 
opm10n. 
13. Petitions for Rehearing: A party desiring to file a petition for rehearing 
must do so within twenty-one (21) days after filing of the court's opinion, and must lodge 
a supporting brief within fourteen (14) days after filing the petition. Proceedings relating 
to petitions for rehearing shall be governed by I.AR. 42. 
14. Remittitur to the Magistrate Division: If no notice of appeal to the Idaho 
Supreme Court is filed within forty-two ( 42) days after filing of the Court's written 
decision, the clerk shall issue a remittitur remanding the matter to the Magistrate Division 
as provided in I.AR. 38(c) .. 
15. Failure to Comply: Failure by either party to timely comply with the 
requirement of this Order or applicable provisions of the Idaho Criminal Rules or Idaho 
Appellate Rules shall be grounds for imposition of sanctions, including, but not limited to 
the allowance of attorneys fees, striking of briefs or dismissal of the appeal pursuant to 
I.C.R. 54.13 and I.AR. 11.1 and 21. 
DATEDthis_( _dayof ~ ,20~ 
3 
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/ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, undersigned, hereby certify that on the_,__ day of 1J--cc_ , 2d1;, I 
caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing, by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to the following: 
Hon. R. Ted Israel, Magistrate 
Blaine County Courthouse 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Douglas A. Werth 
101 E. Bullion Street, Ste 3F 
Hailey ID 83333 
Jim J. Thomas 
201 2nd Ave South Ste 100 
Hailey ID 83333 
DATED: ("Z..-1..-o '\ 
~. 
Deputy Court Clerk 
(/Hand delivered 
(0'tJ.S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
() Faxed 
() Court Folder 
() U.S. Mail 
(-11--Iand delivered 
() Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
4 
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~N-0~--2010 -
Jolynn Drage, C1erK v1sm1,;, 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLE ANN DECKER I 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR2009-1019 
NOTICE OF LODGING REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Reporter's Transcript in the above 
referenced appeal was lodged with the District Court Clerk on the13th day of January 
2010 and will be deemed settled on the 2rd day of February 2010. 
DATED this 13th day of January, 2010. 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court 
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... 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13th day of January, 2010, I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document, by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Douglas Werth 
101 E. Bullion Street, Ste 3F 
Hailey ID 83333 
Angela Nelson, ESQ. 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
201 2nd Avenue South, Ste. 100 
Hailey, ID 83333 
·~ 
CrystalR~~ 
Deputy Clerk 
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Jolynn Drag., c.; Court Bl · ' ierl( LJitnnc1 
=;:---;;.;..=8::::.:m~e Co~un~ty,~ld~ah~o _J IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO., 
Plaintiff, 
CASE NO. CR2009-1019 
vs. 
KIMBERLE ANN DECKER, 
Defendant. 
NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT OF REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Reporter's Transcript in the above 
referenced appeal is deemed settled with the District Court on the 2nd day of February 
2010. 
DATED this 9th day of February 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 9th day of February, 2010, I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document, by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Douglas Werth 
101 E. Bullion Street, Ste 3F 
Hailey ID 83333 
Angela Nelson, ESQ 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney's Office (\ '7 
Hailey, lD 83333 ~r'\ 
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Douglas A. Werth ISBN 3660 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Tel: 208-788-7015 
Fl LED ~ .. ~ ;;z.;-u 
[MARO 9 2010 ~ 
Attorneys for Defendant-Appellant Kimberlee Decker 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court BlaJne County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Case No. CR-2009-1019 
APPELLANT'S BRIEF 
I. 
Introduction 
Defendant-Appellant Kimberlee Decker appeals from the decision of the 
Honorable R. Ted Israel, Magistrate Judge, denying her motion to suppress following an 
evidentiary hearing. A conditional plea of guilty to a misdemeanor charge of excessive 
DUI was entered, reserving Decker's right to appeal the magistrate's decision. 
This DUI prosecution stems from an automobile accident and subsequent blood 
draw at St. Luke's Wood River Medical Center. As discussed more fully below, there 
was a complete failure on the part of the investigating officer to properly advise Decker 
of her rights relating to the blood draw. Decker filed a motion seeking an order 
suppressing all evidence of evidentiary testing for alcohol and the results thereof upon 
APPELLANT'S BRIEF - 1 
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the ground that such evidence was obtained in violation of her due process rights under 
the United States and Idaho Constitutions, and in violation of her statutory rights under 
Idaho Code §§ 18-8002 and 18-8002A. See Defendant's MOTION TO SUPPRESS; 
also, Tr., p.4, 11.13-19. 
Decker asserted further that in the event that parallel provisions of the United 
States Constitution were found not to have been violated, applicable provisions of the 
Idaho Constitution should be construed independently, and in the favor of her motion, 
based upon, inter a/ia, the uniqueness of Idaho's western tradition, and the high regard 
with which its history affords the right of privacy and protections against governmental 
intrusion. See generally, State v. Donato, 135 Idaho 469, 472-473, 20 P.3d 5, 8-9 
(2001); State v. Guzman, 122 Idaho 981, 842 P.2d 660 (1992); and State v. Henderson, 
114 Idaho 293, 756 P.2d 1057 (1988). 
11. 
Statement of Facts 
Two witnesses testified at the suppression hearing held July 8, 2009. Patrol 
Deputy Daniel Turner testified first. Deputy Turner testified he had only been employed 
by the Blaine County Sheriff's Office for nine months, that he had no prior law 
enforcement experience, and that he was not POST certified. Tr., p.5, 11.10-20. 
On April 18, 2009, Deputy Turner was involved in the investigation of a single car 
accident at Cold Springs Road in Ketchum, Idaho. Tr., p.6, 11.5-10, p.17, 11.3-13. As part 
of that investigation, Deputy Turner first made direct contact with Decker, the suspected 
driver, at St. Luke's Wood River Medical Center while she was on a gurney being 
attended to by doctors and nurses. Tr., p.6, 1.11 - p.7, 1.11. 
APPELLANT'S BRIEF - 2 
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Deputy Turner testified that during the encounter with Decker at the hospital he 
sought to obtain her consent for a blood draw for evidentiary testing of concentration of 
alcohol pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 18-8002 and 18-8002A. Tr., p.7, 1.19, p.8, 1.1. 
Deputy Turner candidly stated he did not obtain the blood by means of a search warrant 
or non-consensual use of force but instead obtained Decker's blood pursuant to the 
consent statutes: 
Q. And just so I understand, in my review of that videotape, it 
appeared as though you were in the emergency room, you had this form 
[Defendant's Exhibit "A"], you were paraphrasing parts of it, reading parts 
of it verbatim, and then at the end of doing so, you asked Ms. Decker if 
she understood, correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
a. She was not handed this form to read by herself; isn't that 
true? 
A. Yes, sir. 
a. Okay. 
And it's true, is it not, that Ms. Decker did consent to a blood 
draw as requested by you pursuant to 18-8002 and 18-8002A? 
A. Yes, sir. 
a. This was not a case where you sought a warrant or forcibly 
withdrew blood; correct? 
A. No, sir. 
Tr., p.10, 11.2-18. 
However, in obtaining Decker's statutory consent, Deputy Turner failed to comply 
with the consent statutes which had the legal effect of nullifying, or rendering invalid, 
Decker's consent. The statutory advisory form used by Deputy Turner was admitted as 
Defendant's Exhibit "A". The video and audio recording of these events was admitted 
as Defendant's Exhibit "B". 
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The record demonstrated that Deputy Turner never handed the statutory 
advisory form to Decker and never asked her to read it. Tr., p.10, 11.8-10. Nor did 
Deputy Turner read the advisory form to Decker word for word. Tr., p.9, 11.13-17. 
Instead, Deputy Turner simply paraphrased the contents of the form. Tr., p.9, 11.13-17. 
His paraphrasing of the consent form was inaccurate and legally insufficient. 
Deputy Turner's attempt to "paraphrase" was legally insufficient. He failed to 
inform Decker of the contents of Section 4 of the form, which included a recitation of 
Decker's rights in the event she refused. Deputy Turner stated, "I did skip Section 4 of 
that form." Tr., p.8, 11.3-4. 
Deputy Turner could not recall whether or not he told Decker she could, after 
submitting to the test. have additional testing performed at her own expense. Tr., p.11, 
11.4-24. 
Deputy Turner confirmed that prior to the suppression hearing he had reviewed 
the DVD that was admitted as Defendant's Exhibit B, and that the encounter captured 
on the DVD is the only time that any law enforcement officer provided any information to 
Decker about her rights under Idaho Code§§ 18-8002 and 18-8002A. Tr., p.14, 11.5-11. 
Not only did Deputy Turner fail in omitting pertinent information in attempting to 
1 explain to Decker her rights, he also failed in advising her of things that were completely 
false: 
Q. Do you recall telling her, quote, Pretty much what I'm telling 
you is that your license will be suspended because I did smell alcohol on 
you and you have admitted to drinking prior to the accident and there were 
bottles of alcohol found in your vehicle? Do you recall telling her that? 
A. I do. 
Tr., p.14, 11.18-24. Turner said to Decker that because he smelled alcohol, and Decker 
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admitted to drinking, and alcohol was in her vehicle "your license will be suspended." 
This was before any test results had been obtained, before any blood was drawn. 
Deputy Turner also told Decker words to the effect of: 
"So pretty much from that we're going to do a blood draw to test your 
blood alcohol content and your license is going to be suspended for ninety 
days, no driving privileges for thirty, you may request restricted driving 
privileges for the remaining sixty days of the suspension." 
Defendant's Exhibit "B".1 
1 The contents of the DVD, Defendant's Exhibit B, appears to be as follows: 
"Kim, I'm going to review an ALS form which is a suspension of your driver's license 
because I told you that you were driving and are impaired with alcohol. 
You are required by law to take one or more evidentiary tests to determine the concentration. 
"What we are going to do is a blood draw. You were involved in an accident. 
"[Officer talking to another officer] Read this. 
"If you take and fail the evidentiary test pursuant to Section 18-8002A, of the Idaho Code, your Idaho driver's license 
or permit will be seized if you have It in your possession, if you do and it is current and valid you will be issued a 
temporary permit. 
Pretty much when I give you this fom, it will be a notice of your suspension that goes effective 30 days from the date 
of service and your driver's license and privileges will be suspended. 
"Do you have any priors of DUI? 
"No. 
"[inaudible - "I don't get it"?] 
"What is it that you don't understand? 
"Pretty much what I am telling is that your license will be suspended because I did smell alcohol on you, I do, and you 
have admitted to drinking prior to the accident and there were bottles of alcohol found in your vehicle. 
"So pretty much from that we're going to do a blood draw to test your blood alcohol content and your license is going 
to be suspended for 90 days, no driving privileges for 30, you may request restricted driving privileges for the 
remaining 60 days of the suspension. 
"Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial vehicle. 
"If this is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last 5 years, your driver's license will also be suspended 
for one year with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind during that period. 
"You have the right to an administrative hearing on the suspension before the Idaho Transportation Department to 
show cause why you failed the evidentiary test and why your driver's license should not be suspended. 
"The request must be made within writing and received by the department within seven (7) calendar days of the date 
of service of this notice of suspension. 
"You also have the right to judicial review of the hearing officer's decision. 
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After misinforming Decker through omission and misstatement, Deputy Turner 
asked Decker if she understood what he just "explained" to her and then obtained the 
blood pursuant to Decker's misinformed, unknowing, and thus involuntary "consent". 
The second and last witness to testify at the suppression hearing was Kim 
Decker. She testified: 
Q. I would like to ask you some questions about when you were 
at the hospital and had contact with the deputy. Okay? 
A. Okay. 
Q. At any time during your contact with the deputy at the 
hospital were you informed of your rights to have additional evidentiary 
testing for concentration of alcohol at your own request? 
A. No, I was not. 
Q. Had you been informed of that right to have additional 
testing performed, would you have done anything? 
Yes, I would. A. 
Q. What would you have done? 
A. I would have called my lawyer and I would have requested 
another test. 
Tr., p.27, 11.1-15. 
111. 
Decker's Statutory Rights and Due Process Rights Were Violated By the Officer's 
Failure To Comply With the Requirements of Idaho Code§ 18-8002A and By the False 
Statements of Law Made By the Officer to Obtain a Blood Draw 
In State v. Hedges, 143 Idaho 884, 154 P.3d 1074 (Ct. App. 2007), the Idaho 
Court of Appeals discussed the statutory and due process rights that apply to 
·oo you understand what I have just explained to you? 
"[inaudible]" 
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evidentiary testing for alcohol: 
The right of a defendant charged with an alcohol-related driving offense to 
obtain additional testing is derived from both statutory and constitutional 
sources. Idaho Code Section 18-8002(4)(d) provides: 
After submitting to evidentiary testing at the request of 
the peace officer, he may, when practicable) at his own 
expense, have additional tests made by a person of his own 
choosing. The failure or inability to obtain an additional test 
or tests by a person shall not preclude the admission of 
results of evidentiary testing for alcohol concentration or for 
the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances taken 
at the direction of the peace officer unless the additional test 
was denied by the peace officer. 
(Emphasis added). 
Police are also required to inform a defendant of this right to an 
independent BAC test after submitting to evidentiary testing, when 
practicable and at the defendant's own expense. I.C. § 18-8002(3)(e); 
State v. Rountree, 129 Idaho 146, 148, 922 P.2d 1072, 1074 
(Ct.App.1996). A detainee's inability to obtain additional BAG testing will 
not result in suppression of the test completed by the state unless this 
right was affirmatively denied or materially interfered with by the state. 
Rountree. 129 Idaho at 150, 922 P .2d at 1076; see also Cantrell, 139 
Idaho at 411, 80 P.3d at 347. In the context of a DUI arrest, due process 
requires that police give a person accused of DUI a reasonable 
opportunity to procure a timely BAG sample through the accused's own 
efforts and expense. See State v. Hayes, 108 Idaho 556, 559, 700 P.2d 
959, 962 (Ct.App.1985). 
143 Idaho at 886-887, 154 P.3d at 1076-1077. 
Idaho Code §18-8002(4)(e) provides: 
After submitting to evidentiary testing at the request of the peace officer, 
he may, when practicable, at his own expense, have additional tests made 
by a person of his own choosing. The failure or inability to obtain an 
additional test or tests by a person shall not preclude the admission of 
results of evidentiary testing for alcohol concentration or for the presence 
of drugs or other intoxicating substances taken at the direction of the 
peace officer unfess the additional test was denied by the peace officer. 
Accord LC. § 18-8002A(6). 
I.C. §§ 18-8002 and 18-8002A both describe certain information that an officer 
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shall inform a driver before requesting that individual to submit to evidentiary testing. 
In the case at bar, Decker was denied her statutory and due process rights 
because the officer requesting that she submit to testing rnisinfonned Decker through 
omission and misstatement. He failed to properly advise Decker of her important rights, 
including the right to "have additional tests made by a person of his own choosing." 
I.C. §§18-8002(4)(e) and 18-8002A(6). Decker was materially and directly deprived of 
the her opportunity to have additional testing performed by a person of her choosing 
because the officer violated the aforementioned statutes by failing to inform Decker of 
those rights. 
It is not enough to say that vials of blood drawn by the nurse at the request of law 
enforcement remain in evidence and could be tested by Decker. This assumes that 
Decker would have so1~ght a second blood test. The statutes granted Decker the right 
to obtain any additional test of her choosing. Further, as to the remaining vials of blood, 
the testing process itself necessarily includes the drawing of blood. Decker had the 
right to have another person draw blood for the purpose of testing. It is possible that the 
drawing of blood at the hospital was flawed in some manner or that the blood was 
contaminated in some manner. 
An additional test of blood drawn through an independent blood draw by a 
person of Decker's choosing could have provided evidence in that regard. However, 
that is pure speculation. We will never know because the officer by failing to properly 
advise Decker of her rights effectively "denied" her of the ability to obtain an additional 
test. The fact that we will never know is a direct result of the officer's failure to follow 
the requirements of law, namely his failure to properly advise Decker of her important 
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1 rights. 
Because of these statutory and due process transgressions, the blood test 
results must be suppressed. Because the officer "denied" and "interfered with" Decker's 
ability to obtain additional testing, the statutes provide that the blood test results must 
be excluded. I.C. §§ 18-8002(4)(e) and 18-8002A(6). The due process clauses of the 
Idaho and United States constitutions compel the same result, as does the reasoning of 
State v. Hedges, supra. 
IV. 
Conclusion 
For the foregoing reasons, Decker respectfully requests that the decision of the 
magistrate denying her motion to suppress be reversed. 
DATED this _!J_ day of March, 2010. 
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
On April 1 B1\ 2009, the Defendant was charged with DUI and on June 8th, 2009 the State 
filed an amended criminal complaint charging the Defendant with excessive DUI due to the 
Defendant's blood alcohol concentration, which was reported by the Idaho State Police Forensic 
Services as 0.33 g/100cc blood. Thereafter, on June 26th , 2009 the Defendant filed a Motion to 
Suppress all evidence of evidentiary testing for alcohol arguing that such evidence was obtained 
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in violation of the Defendant's equal protection and due process rights as well as the Defendant's 
statutory rights under Idaho Code§ 18-8002. 
The matter was then set for an evidentiary hearing on July 8th, 2009, before Blaine 
County Magistrate Judge R. Ted Israel and on July 1 ih, 2009, Judge Israel issued a 
Memorandum Decision and Order denying the Defendant's Motion to Suppress. Subsequently, 
the Defendant entered a conditional plea of guilty to the misdemeanor charge of excessive 
driving under the influence (DUI), reserving the Defendant's right to appeal the magistrate 
court's ruling. The instant appeal was then filed by the Defendant. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On April I 8th, 2009 Deputy Turner was involved in the investigation of a traffic accident 
located at 102 Southern Comfort in Ketchum, Idaho. Tr. p. 6, 11. 8-10, p. 17, 11. 3-17. \Vhen 
Deputy Turner arrived at the scene of the accident he observed the Defendant's vehicle, which 
had been driven off of the road and two parked vehicles that had been struck by the Defendant's 
vehicle. Tr. p. 17, 11. 23-24, p. 21, 11.20-22. The door to the Defendant's vehicle was open and 
EMS personnel were attending to the Defendant as she sat upon a gurney. Tr. p. 17, I. 25, p. 18, 
11.1, p. 19, 11. 6-8. While the Defendant was being attended to, Deputy Turner walked within a 
couple feet of the Defendant and he detected the odor of an alcoholic beverage. Tr. p. 19, 11. 5-9. 
Deputy Turner also saw two small wine bottles on the passenger floorboard of the Defendant's 
vehicle during his investigation. Tr. p. 21, 11.23-25, p. 22, lL 1-3. 
At the conclusion of Deputy Turner's investigation, he responded to the hospital so that 
he could speak with the Defendant. Tr. p. 22, 11. 15-22. During Deputy Turner's conversation 
with the Defendant, the Defendant admitted to drinking six glasses of wine prior to driving and 
Deputy Turner noticed the Defendant had bloodshot, glassy eyes, slurred speech, impaired 
memory as well as the odor of alcoholic beverage coming from the Defendant. Tr. p. 22, L 25, p. 
23, 11. 1-20. After Deputy Turner made these observations, he read some portions of the ALS 
form 1 verbatim to the Defendant, paraphrased other portions, and failed to read paragraph 4. 2 
Tr. p. 23, 11. 22-25, p. 24, 11. 1-7. Deputy Turner also admitted to advising the Defendant that her 
license would be suspended no matter what because he smelled the odor of alcohol. Tr. p. 14, 11. 
18-24. Deputy Turner then asked the Defendant to submit to a blood draw whereupon the 
1 The ALS fonn used by Deputy Turner was admitted into evidence as Defendant's Exhibit "A". 
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Defendant agreed and a nurse came into the hospital room and filled two vials, contained in a 
blood toxicology collection kit issued by the Idaho State Police, with the Defendant's blood. Tr. 
p. 24, 11. 12-22, p. 25, 11. l-3. The blood toxicology collection kit was sent to the Idaho State 
Police Forensic Services for analysis and the results of the Defendant's blood alcohol 
concentration were recorded as 0.33 g/100cc blood. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
On review of a decision to grant or deny a motion to suppress evidence, the court 
employs a split standard of review. The court will defer to the trial court's finding of fact unless 
they are clearly erroneous. St. of Id. v. Hawkins, 13 l Idaho 396, 400 (Ct. App. 1998). However, 
the court exercises free review over the application of constitutional standards to the trial court's 
findings of fact. Id. 
ARGUMENT 
L DESPITE DEPUTY TURNER'S FAILURE TO ADVISE THE DEFENDANT OF HER 
RIGHTS PURSUANT TO LC. §§ 18-8002 AND 18-8002A, THE DEFENDANT'S 
BLOOD DRAW RESULTS SHOULD NOT BE SUPPRESSED BECAUSE THE 
FOURTH AMENDMENT WAS NOT VIOLATED AND THE PROCEDURE USED 
TO OBTAIN THE DEFENDANT'S BLOOD WAS REASONABLE. 
"The administration of an alcohol concentration test is a seizure of the person and a 
search for evidence within the purview of the Fourth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution. St. of Id v. Nickerson, 132 Idaho 406, 410 (Ct. App. 1999). When a warrantless 
search or seizure is challenged by the defendant, the State bears the burden to show that a 
recognized exception to the warrant requirement is applicable. Id Such an exception exists 
when the search or seizure is conducted with proper consent" or exigent circumstances exist. Id. 
See also, St. of Id v. DeWitt, 145 Idaho 709 (Ct. App. 2008); St. of Id. v. Woolery, 116 Idaho 
368 (Idaho 1989). 
Under Idaho's implied consent statute, I.C. § 18-8002(1 ), anyone driving on Idaho roads 
is deemed to have impliedly consented to evidentiary testing for the presence of alcohol or drugs 
when a police officer has reasonable cause to believe the person was driving under the influence. 
St. of Id. v. DeWitt, 145 Idaho 709, 712 (Idaho App. 2008). "In other words, [b]y virtue of this 
statute, 'anyone who accepts the privilege of operating a motor vehicle upon Idaho's highways 
2 Defendant's Exhibit "B" contains the static filled audio recording of Deputy Turner's encounter with the 
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has consented in advance to submit to a BAC test."' Id. Implied consent to evidentiary testing is 
not limited to a breathalyzer test, but may also include testing the suspect's blood or urine and 
the evidentiary test to be employed is of the officer's choosing. LC. § 18-8002(9); De Witt, 145 
Idaho at 712-713. 
LC. § 18-8002, also provides information that is to be told to a driver at the time 
of evidentiary testing. It reads: 
(3) At the time evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol, or for the presence of 
drugs or other intoxicating substances is requested, the person shall be informed that if he 
refuses to submit to or if he fails to complete, evidentiary testing: 
(a) He is subject to a civil penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250) for refusing to take 
the test; 
(b) His driver's license will be seized by the peace officer and a temporary permit will be 
issued; provided, however, that no peace officer shall issue a temporary permit pursuant 
to this section to a driver whose driver's license or permit has already been and is 
suspended or revoked because of previous violations, and in no instance shall a 
temporary permit be issued to a driver of a commercial vehicle who refuses to submit to 
or fails to complete an evidentiary test; 
( c) He has the right to request a hearing within seven (7) days to show cause why he 
refused to submit to, or complete evidentiary testing; 
( d) If he does not request a hearing or does not prevail at the hearing, the court shall 
sustain the civil penalty and his driver's license will be suspended absolutely for one year 
if this is his first refusal and two (2) years if this is his second refusal within ten (10) 
years; ... and 
(f) After submitting to evidentiary testing he may, when practicable, at his own expense, 
have additional tests made by a person of his own choosing. 
LC. § 18-8002A provides substantially similar prov1s10ns, but includes the 
consequences for taking an evidentiary test and failing it. 
The above-named statutes clearly provide the information an officer is required to 
provide to a driver at the time of evidentiary testing; however, these statutes are devoted entirely 
to the administrative or civil suspension of a driver's license. St. of Id. v. Woolery, 116 Idaho 
368, 373 (Idaho 1989). Additionally, if a Defendant is not properly advised of the information 
contained in LC. §§ 18-8002 and 18-8002A, the remedy is addressed at the administrative 
license suspension hearing. De Witt, 145 Idaho at 714. 
Furthermore, the legislature enacted the license suspension statutes to discourage and 
civilly penalize a driver that physically refuses to submit to evidentiary testing. Id. at 713. "The 
Defendant at the hospital. 
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purpose of a warning of license suspension following a refusal .. .is to overcome an unsanctioned 
refusal by threat instead of force. Id. It is not to reinstate a right to choice, but rather to 
nonforcibly enforce the driver's previous implied consent." Id. "Informing a suspect about the 
consequences of refusing an evidentiary test is not intended to be an opportunity for a defendant 
to withdraw his consent; rather it is an administrative tool designed to increase the likelihood 
that the suspect will peaceably submit to testing that he has no legal right to refuse." Id at 714. 
In addition, Idaho Code § 18-8002 "does not in any way discuss criminal offenses related to 
driving under the influence of alcohol." Woolery, 116 Idaho at 373. And, "Even if the officer 
did not notify the defendant of the consequences of the refusal as required by I.C. 18-8002(3), 
the results of the evidentiary test are admissible in a criminal prosecution" so long as the Fourth 
Amendment is not violated and the procedure used to obtain the blood result is reasonable 
("done in a medically acceptable manner and without unreasonable force"). DeWitt, 145 Idaho 
at 714. 
In our case, there is no dispute that the Defendant was driving a motor vehicle upon an 
Idaho road and therefore consented to evidentiary testing pursuant to LC. § 18-8002(1). In 
addition, Deputy Turner had probable cause to believe the Defendant was under the influence. 
The Defendant was the sole occupant of the vehicle involved in the accident; Deputy Turner saw 
two small bottles of wine on the passenger floorboard of the Defendant's vehicle; Deputy Turner 
smelled the order of alcoholic beverage as he passed within a couple feet of the Defendant while 
she was at the accident scene; and while interviewing the Defendant at the hospital the 
Defendant admitted to drinking six glasses of wine prior to driving and Deputy Turner noticed 
the Defendant had bloodshot, glassy eyes, slurred speech, impaired memory as well as the odor 
of alcoholic beverage coming from the Defendant. Lastly, there is no evidence that the blood 
draw was performed in an unreasonable manner. Therefore, the results of the blood draw appear 
to be admissible regardless of what ALS information was conveyed to the Defendant by Deputy 
Turner. 
II. THE DEFENDANT'S ASSERTION THAT CONSENT TO EVIDENTIARY TESTING 
WAS INVOLUNTARY IS SUPERFLOUS BECAUSE THE DEFENDNAT 
IMPLIEDLY CONSENTED TO EVIDENTIAR Y TESTING BY DRIVING UPON AN 
IDAHO ROAD. 
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The Idaho Court of Appeals addressed the argument that a defendant's consent to 
evidentiary testing was involuntary in State v. Nickerson, 132 Idaho 406, 973 P.2d 758, (Ct. 
App. 1999). In that case, Nickerson was pulled over and the officer suspected he had been 
drinking. Id. at 408, 760. He failed the field sobriety tests and was arrested for DUI and driving 
without privileges. id. At the police station Nickerson was read an advisory fonn, containing 
the information in I.C. § 18-8002, and was asked to take a breath test. Nickerson refused. 
Another officer became aware that Nickerson was on parole and contacted his parole officer 
who ordered Nickerson to submit to the breath test. The arresting officer then told Nickerson 
that if he refused he would go back to prison. Nickerson submitted to testing and his blood 
alcohol level exceeded the legal limit. Id at 409. 
Nickerson filed a motion to suppress arguing that his consent to the breath test was 
involuntary. His motion was denied, and Nickerson appealed this issue. The Court of Appeals 
stated "Nickerson's argument that his consent to the BAC at the police station was involuntary is 
of no consequence because he had impliedly consented as a matter of law." Id. at 410. The 
Court concluded "It is thus apparent that the question of Nickerson's consent at the police 
station, whether voluntary or involuntary is superfluous, for actual consent at that point is 
unnecessary to the lawfulness of the procedure or the admissibility of the test results.'' id 
In this case, this Court must analyze whether the Defendant's submittal to the evidentiary 
testing falls within an exception to the warrant requirement. Clearly, based on Idaho's Implied 
Consent Statute, the Defendant consented to evidentiary testing by operating a motor vehicle 
upon Idaho's roads prior to being asked to submit to evidentiary testing at the hospital. Thus, as 
the Nickerson court concluded, it is "'apparent that the question of [Defendant's] consent. .. , 
whether voluntary or involuntary is superfluous, for actual consent at that point is unnecessary 
to the lawfulness of the procedure or the admissibility of the test results." ( emphasis added) 
Nickerson, 132 Idaho at 410. Additionally, even though the officer in Nickerson went well 
beyond the language of LC.§ 18-8002 when he informed the Defendant that ifhe did not submit 
to the breath test he would go to prison, the court was unpersuaded; consent had already been 
given well before the defendant was ordered to submit to the evidentiary test. Consequently, 
whether Deputy Turner misinformed the Defendant about information contained on the ALS 
form is of no consequence because the Defendant consented to evidentiary testing by driving 
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upon an Idaho road well before she was asked to take an evidentiary test at the hospital. Thus, 
the question of voluntariness or involuntariness is superfluous. 
III. DEPUTY TURNER'S FAILURE TO INFORM THE DEFENDANT ABOUT HER 
RIGHT TO HA VE AN INDEPENDENT TEST FOR BLOOD ALCOHOL 
CONCENTRATION DID NOT VIOLATE THE DEFENDANT'S DUE PROCESS 
RIGHTS. 
"The dueprocess clause of the United States Constitution prohibits deprivations of life, 
liberty, or property without 'fundamental fairness' through governmental conduct that offends 
the community's sense of justice, decency and fair play." St. of Id. v. Carr, 128 Idaho 181, 183-
184 (Idaho Ct. App. 1996). The accused's right to dueprocess in a criminal trial is "the right to a 
fair opportunity to defend against the State's accusations." Id. at 184. To determine if a state 
action violates procedural due process, a court must consider the following factors: 
"(1) the private interest that will be affected by the official action; (2) the risk of an 
erroneous deprivation of such interest through the existing procedures used and the 
probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and (3) the 
government's interest, including the function involved and the fiscal and administrative 
burdens that the additional or substitute procedural requirement would add." Id. 
Furthermore, a police officer cannot deny a person the opportunity to have an 
independent evidentiary test performed by a person of their own choosing. St. of Id. v. Madden, 
127 Idaho 894 (Ct. App.1995). "The right of a defendant charged with an alcohol-related 
offense to obtain additional testing is derived from both statutory and constitutional sources." 
St. of Id. v. Hedges, 143 Idaho 884, 886 (Idaho Ct. App. 2007). Idaho Code § 18-8002(3)(£) 
provides that at the time of evidentiary testing the driver shall be informed that "After 
submitting to evidentiary testing he may, when practicable, at his own expense, have additional 
tests made by a person of his own choosing." Idaho Code § 18-8002(3)(£) (2009). In addition, 
Idaho Code§ 18-8002(4)(e) states: 
After submitting to evidentiary testing at the request of the peace officer, he may, when 
practicable, at his own expense, have additional tests made by a person of his own 
choosing. The failure or inability to obtain an additional test or tests by a person shall not 
preclude the admission of results of evidentiary testing for alcohol concentration or for 
the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances taken at the direction of the peace 
officer unless the additional test was denied by the peace officer. ( emphasis added) 
Idaho Code§ 18-8002(4)(e) (2009). 
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"A detainee's inability to obtain additional BAC testing will not result in suppression of 
the test completed by the state unless this right was affirmatively denied or materially interfered 
with by the state." Hedges, 143 Idaho at 887. See also St. of Id. v. Rountree, 129 Idaho 146, 150 
(Idaho Ct. App. 1996). In Rountree, the defendant was at a hospital being treated for injuries 
sustained in an automobile accident when he was asked to submit to a blood draw because the 
officer suspected the defendant was under the influence. Rountree, 129 Idaho at 147. The 
defendant consented to the blood draw, however, prior to obtaining the defendant's consent for 
the blood draw, the defendant was not informed about the statutory rights in Idaho Code § 18-
8002 including the defendant's right to an independent test. Id. The court concluded that failure 
to notify the defendant of such rights did not require suppression of the blood draw. Id. at 149. 
The court specifically noted the language contained in Idaho Code§ 18-8002(4)(d), which is 
now found in Idaho Code § § 18-8002( 4 )( e) and 18-8002A( 6), and concluded that "failure to 
advise the driver of his rights under I.C. § 18-8002(3)(d) does not necessarily lead to 
suppression." Id. The court then analyzed, under the circumstances of the case, whether failure 
to advise the defendant of his rights pursuant to I.C. § 18-8002(3 )( d) effectively denied him the 
right to a second test and ultimately found that suppression was not appropriate because the 
defendant's attorney was present at the hospital who advised him of the right to an additional 
test. Id. 
In our case, as in Rountree, suppression of the Defendant's blood draw results is not 
appropriate even though Deputy Turner failed to advise the Defendant about her right to have an 
independent evidentiary test performed by a person of her choosing. Deputy Turner did not 
affirmatively deny or materially interfere with the Defendant's right to obtain a second test; he 
simply failed to inform the Defendant about her right to an independent test. Furthermore, at the 
time of the blood draw two vials, which were contained in a blood toxicology collection kit that 
was issued by the Idaho State Police, were filled with the Defendant's blood. Therefore, the 
Defendant, who was later represented by counsel and informed about her right to obtain an 
independent test, could have requested release of the vial of blood that was not tested by the state 
so that an independent test could be obtained. Consequently, the Defendant was not deprived of 
her interest in obtaining evidence to challenge the results of the State's blood draw and the 
Defendant was not denied a means by which she could establish her defense. Additionally, 
although the defense argues that the blood draw at the hospital may have been flawed, there is no 
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evidence before the Court that suggests the blood draw was performed improperly. Thus, the 
failure of Deputy Turner to advise the defendant of her right to obtain an independent test does 
not violate due process and therefore, the results of the blood draw should not be suppressed. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the State respectfully requests the Court to affirm the 
Magistrate Court's denial of the Defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
DATED this~ day of April, 2 1 . 
J 
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Court introduces the case. 
Mr. Werth gives oral argument. Comments about different testimony and facts that 
requires a motion to suppress. The Def. was not aware and was not told that she had 
the right to pay for additional testing. Requests the Court overturn the decision made 
by the Magistrate Judge. 
State responds, the blood testing was done in a reasonable matter and her 4m 
Amendment rights were not violated. Discusses the implied evidentiary testing that 
all Idaho drivers have to consent, and the probable evidence that the police officer 
used. Doesn't believe that just because the Def. was not advised that she could obtain 
separate testing, would result in the suppression of the State's blood test results. 
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should be disregarded because there is issue. State that the Def. has the right to have 
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any type of testing done blood or breath. 
11.34 Court inquires if the State has to make available to the Def. the breath test machine if 
they request that as an additional test. 
Mr. Werth responds, doesn't believe that the State has to test the Def. again with the 
breath test, but if there was a company that did breath tests, the Def. would have the 
right to call for their services. The statute does not say that the Def. has the right to 
retest the same blood draw that was done by the State; it says the Def. has the right to 
have another testing done. 
11.39 Court comments, it is a court rule when evidence gets suppressed. In order to grant a 
motion to suppress there has to be a 4th amendment right violated. Court Affirms the 
Magistrate Court's Judgment. Will have the State submit an Order. 
11.48 Recess 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
ORDER ON CRIMINAL APPEAL FROM 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION TO DISTRICT 
COURT 
The Court, having considered the Defendant's Criminal Appeal from the 
Magistrate Division to District Court filed herein, HEREBY ORDERS and confirms the 
Magistrate ruling for the reasons as stated on tQe record py the Court on July 2§}2,?,. 
2010. ~ ~ t·..s ~-f. /k V0v-1ru~ ~~ ,-,..v;rv 
DATED this Cf day of September, 2010. t ~;tJs. 
District Judge 
ORDER ON CRIMINAL APPEAL FROM MAGISTRATE DIVISION TO DISTRICT COURT 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /'c) day of September, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Blaine County Prosecuting 
Attorney's Office 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Douglas Werth, Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
101 E. Bullion St., Ste 3F 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
_x, Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
_ Telecopy 
_K_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
_ Telecopy 
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Douglas A. Werth ISBN 3660 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Suite 3F 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Tel: 208-788-7015 
Fax: 208-788-7014 
Attorneys for Defendant-Appellant 
Fl LED ~ .. ~. ;z: 1r 
SEP 2 7 2010 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, ld3:~9 ___ J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
S.Ct. Docket No. _____ _ 
Case No. CR-09-1019 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: PLAINTIFF-RESPONDENT STATE OF IDAHO; AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. In the above-captioned action Defendant-Appellant Kimberlee Decker 
(hereinafter "Appellant" or "Defendant") appeals against Plaintiff-Respondent State of 
Idaho (hereinafter "Respondent") to the Idaho Supreme Court. 
2. Pursuant to I.C.R. 54.4, and I.A.R. 17, Appellant provides the following 
information and/or statements: 
a. The title of the action or proceedings: State of Idaho, Plaintiff vs. 
Kimberlee Decker, Defendant. 
b. The title of the court which heard the trial or proceedings appealed 
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from and the name of the presiding District Judge: IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 
OF BLAINE, the Honorable Robert J. Elgee, District Judge, presiding; from the decision 
of the Magistrate Judge R. Ted Israel denying Defendant's motion to suppress .. 
C. The number assigned to the action or proceedings by the trial court: 
CR-09-1019. 
d. The title of the court to which the appeal is taken: Supreme Court 
of the State of Idaho. 
e. The date and heading of the judgment, decision or order from 
which the appeal is taken: Memorandum Decision and order denying Defendant's 
motion to suppress filed on or about July 17, 2009; the Judgment of Conviction entered 
on October 19, 2009, upon the Defendant's conditional plea of guilty to excessive DUI; 
and the Order on Criminal Appeal from the Magistrate Division to District Court entered 
on September 10, 2010. 
f. A statement as to whether the appeal is taken upon matters of law, 
or upon matters of fact, or both: both. 
g. A statement as to whether the testimony and proceedings in the 
original trial or hearing were recorded or reported, together with an identification of the 
method of recording or reporting and the name of the party or person in whose 
possession such recording or reporting is located: the testimony and proceedings 
before the District Court were reported and it is believed there also is an audio recording 
of the proceedings; the Court Reporter was Susan Israel. 
h. A certificate that the notice of appeal has been served personally or 
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by malling upon the opposing party or the party's attorney: see certificate below. 
i. A statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal; provided, such statement may be filed separately within 
fourteen (14) days after the filing of the notice of appeal and any such list of issues on 
appeal shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal thereafter 
discovered by the appellant: 
Whether the Magistrate Court erred as a matter of law and abused its discretion 
in the denying Defendant's motion to suppress; 
Whether the seizure of the Defendant, and the evidentiary testing for 
concentration of alcohol violated the Fourth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution and Article 1, Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution; 
Whether the results of evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol should 
have been suppressed or excluded for failure to comply with the requirements of 
the Idaho Code and applicable IDAPA regulations; 
Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in affirming the decision of the 
Magistrate Court denying Defendant's motion to suppress. 
3. Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and 
pursuant to Rule 11 (c)(5) and (9), I.A.R. 
4. a. Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
b. Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: transcripts previously prepared and also transcript of appellate 
proceedings held on July 26, 2010 in the District Court. 
5. Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR.: copies of all 
pleadings, briefs, transcripts, exhibits and affidavits filed and/or lodged with the District 
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Court and the Magistrate Court. 
6. a. I certify that a copy of this notice has been served on the reporter 
by mailing a copy thereof to her, addressed as indicated in the certificate of service 
below. 
b. That the District Court Clerk has been paid an estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
c. That the fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has 
not been estimated but will be paid upon request by the District Court Clerk. 
d. That the appellate filing fee, if any has been paid. 
e. Undersigned counsel certifies that service has been made upon all 
parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 and the Idaho Attorney General in the 
manner indicated in the certificate of service below. 
DATED this 2-7 r'1aay of September, 2010. 
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By: Douglas A. Werth 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ 7 ~ay of September, 2010, I caused a 
true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document to be served by the 
following method and addressed to each of the following: 
__ U.S. MAIL/ __ FAX/..){_ HAND-DELIVERY/ __ OVERNIGHT TO: 
Court Reporter: 
Susan Israel 
'f- U.S. MAIL/ __ FAX/ __ HAND-DELIVERY/ __ OVERNIGHT TO: 
Tt5AHo ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
Statehouse, Room 21 O 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
_ U.S. MAIL/_ FAX/_){_ HAND-DELIVERY/ __ OVERNIGHT TO: 
.Jim J. Thomas 
BLAINE CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: 208-788-5554 
Douglas A. Werth 
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EXHIBIT LIST 
-Exhibits from Motion to Suppress hearing held July 8, 2009: 
A. Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing 
B.DVD 
-Sealed Exhibits from Sentencing Hearing held 10-19-09: 
1. Alcohol-Drug Evaluation Report dated 9-4-09. 
2. Defendant's Sentencing Exhibits filed under seal on 10-19-09. 
-Exhibit Submitted by Clerk: 
Transcript of Appeal from Magistrate Division filed on January 13, 2010. 
(Motion to Suppress hearing held on July 8, 2009). 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
______________ ,) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
Supreme Court No. 38104-2010 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Andrea Logan, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that the 
above and foregoing Clerk's Record was compiled and bound under my direction, and is 
a true, full and correct Record of the pleadings and documents requested by the 
Appellant and included under Rule 28, I.AR. 
I do further certify that the court reporter's transcript will be duly lodged with 
the Clerk of the Supreme as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREiF, I have hereunto s~t my hand and affixed the seal 
of said Court at Hailey, Idaho, this day of C)(cLM~, 2010. 
JOLYNN DRAGE, Clerk of the Court 
By ~-
Andrea Logan, Deputy Clerk 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE -1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
KIMBERLEE DECKER, 
DefendanVAppellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court No. 38104-2010 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Andrea Logan, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record and 
Court Reporter's Transcript to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
Douglas A. Werth 
WERTH LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
101 E. Bullion Street, Ste. 3F 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant 
Attorney General's Office 
CRIMINAL APPEALS 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Respondent 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of the said Court this W day of tie_~V\..A__\.-e.v , 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE -1 
JOLYNN DRAGE, Clerk of the Court 
By ~ = 2S Andrea Logan, Deputy Clerk 
